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Sex ed is taboo, lackluster dating scene, guide to one-night stands
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More victims join in lawsuit Quad residents stil
resistant to moves
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Attorney John Manly, representing sexual abuse victims, says he plans to go after university assets.
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief

and Sundborg knew
Jesuits had sexually abused
minors but didn't disclose that
information. Both Sundborg and
Case were provincials of the Oregon
Province of the Society of Jesus.
Father General Adolfo Nicolas,
the highest ranking Jesuit, has also
been served with papers asking that
he share his knowledge of abuse
by Jesuits in Alaska, according
to Pat Wall, who represents the
plaintiffs.
The original complaint also said
the provincial's office held what is
Case,

S.J.

some

Sara Bernert
News Editor

An addition filed last Wednesday
morning to a lawsuit against Seattle
University President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. alleges he and another Jesuit staying at the university covered up the sexual abuse of
Native Alaskans.
The complaint, filed on behalf
of 20 more victims, says Francis

known as the "Hell Files," which
may have included information on
Jesuits accused of sexual abuse.
Sundborg denied the allegations and any knowledge of the
"Hell Files" in an interview with
The Spectator in January, after the
original complaint in the lawsuit
named him as defendant for allegedly covering up the abuse.of 43
victims in Alaska. Sundborg was
provincial from 1990
to 1996, and Case was
Page
provincial from 1984 to
1990.

Although some quad residents
would prefer to stay where they are
for the rest of theyear, Housing and
Residence Life is hoping to move
residents out as soon as they can.
Romando Nash, director of
Housing and Residence Life,
said his department is trying to
move students out of the quads,
which normally are the lounges
on each floor, because other residents on the floor need a place
to study and gather other than their
rooms.

"The complaints we get about
the lack of lounges kind of trumps
[residents requests to stay in quads],"
Nash said.
However, quad residents on
some floors have embraced the opportunity to use their larger room
as a place for their floormates to
gather.
On the 1 lth floor of Campion,
freshmen quad residents Eric

Bruner and Tyler Bernard recently
purchased a new flat screen television for their room. Bernard
said they decided to get a bigger
TV to accommodate the volume
of visitors they often have in their
room.

Their quad also hosts dinners for
other residents on the floor.
"There's a kid down the hall that
cooks for everybody," Bruner said.
"And he's a really good cook,"
Bernard added.
Bruner and Bernard said they
would like to stay in their quad for
the rest of the year if it's possible.
Nick Anderson, another quad
resident who lives on the ninth
floor of Campion, said his quad
has hosted events throughout the
year as well.
"We had a Super Bowl party and
got a bunch of stuff from Costco,"
Anderson said.
Some quad residents
have embraced the opPage
portunity it
meet
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Retired coach stays connected

Defense earns win

Former Seattle U women's basketball coach developed three Hall of Fame Redhawks in 27 years
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
A 7-year-old Dave Cox watched
with high hopes that his favorite basketball team, the Seattle
University Chieftains, would
clinch the national title in 1958.
Cox didn't predict it, but a couple
decades later he would be the man
coaching another Seattle U basketball team striving for national
glory.
Cox coached the Seattle U
women's basketball team from
1977 to 2004. In 27 years pacing
the sidelines of the hardwood, he
won 340 games and lost 294.
Cox says growing up in a
Catholic family, Seattle U basketball filled his childhood.
"When the Chieftains played
for the national title in 1958 my
parents were so excited, it was all
they would talk about," he recalls.
"In fact, it was the talk of our whole
church."
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At Seattle Preparatory School,
less than four miles north ofSeattle
U's campus, Cox played basketball for coach Jim Harney, one
of his role models from the 1958
Chieftains team. Harney, a former
Seattle U point guard and hall-offamer, played with Elgin Baylor
on the Seattle U basketball team
all four years.
Cox says Harney's leadership
led him to consider a career in
coaching. He started at Seattle U
as an assistant coach in 1977. In
that role, he helped develop players
Sue Turina and Sue Stimac. Both
women continued to play professional basketball and were entered
into the WNBA Hall of Fame.
Cox ascended to the position of
women's head coach in 1980. He
says he strove to follow the Jesuit
mission in his coaching style.
"I always tried to focus on the
players. My main goal was to develop the whole person: The mind
and the body."

Turina said Cox did a superb
job coaching her and her teammates both as an assistant and as
a head coach.
"It was great playing for him"
Turina said. "He really understood
basketball. I would call him a scholar of the game. He is a great guy
and we were lucky to have him."
Cox says he provided the women he coached with support on and
off the court.
"I was their coach for just three,
four hours a day. I was their mentor
for the other 20 or 21 hours that
were left," he says.
Cox remembers one night on
the road with his team when player Jessie DeLaney found out her
grandmother had passed away.
"When you coach college ball,
your players are like family," he
says. "You really get to know their
families, too. When we
Page
heard that news, basketball just seemed so
16
insignificant."
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Senior forward Michael Wright led all scorers with 23 points.
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State budget cuts jeopardize assistance for unemployed
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Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Hobson said he and his colto meet with
Washington state legislators on the
Senate's appropriations committee
throughout the month to lobby for
the retention of GAU.

leagues plan

■

■■■

budget."

■

Allegations continue

respiratory problems.
"I think the loss ofhealth care
will be just as painful as the loss of
the cash stipend," he said. "Cutting
die program, we'll see an increase in
suffering and a decrease in access to
health care."
Hobson said if current GAU
recipients were no longer able to
visit a primary healthcare provider,
they would likely go to the emergency room for all of their medical
needs.
"This is really going to affect all
ofus," he said. "We all pay for ER
services with our tax dollars."
Despite noting the negative
consequences of cutting the program, Hobson said Washington's
economy is forcing the legislature
to make many difficult budget decisions this year.
"I think that the Governor was
quite honorable when she proposed
the budget cut," he said. "She said
this is a year that everyone will
find something to hate about the

■

He estimated approximately 8090 percent of people who come to
DESC s shelterhave serious psychological problems or chemical additions. Most use their $339 cash
benefit to pay for food and nightly
stays in shelters, Hobson said.
Political science professor
Bradley Scharf has met GAU recipients through his participation at

"Basically their only income
now is GAU, and a lot of
what they spend it on is food,"
social work professor Ruth White
said. "A lot more people are going
to be at the food bank; rJiat is where
we're really going to feel it."
Ruth said the lack of available
food for GAU recipients might result in more illness among Seattle's
homeless population.
Washington currently provides
GAU recipients with basic medical
care dirough the state's Community
Health Plan in addition to the $339
monthly allowance.
Hobson said in addition to
mental illnesses, many GAU recipients also have diabetes, kidney problems, liver disease and

right

■

support.

assistance.

.

budget."

GAU costs the state about $400
million every two years. Washington
state faces an approximate $5 billion
revenue shortfall from last year.
Hobson helps run an overnight
Seattle homeless shelter for single
adults. DESC provides services
to over 7,000 homeless individuals, many of whom receive GAU

■

state

"These are people who come
from all walks of life," Foster said.
"They are people who have had
good jobs and they've hit bottom.
They just don't have any family to
fall back on."
Foster and odier members of the
First United Methodist Church recently sent a letter to Gregoire lobbying for GAU. He said cutting off
current recipients from state aid
might result in a shortage of available homeless shelter space.
Others thought GAU recipients
would struggle to find daily meals
if the state stopped providing them

the Seattle First United Methodist
Church's Urban Outreach programs. Scharf said the GAU recipients he encounters survive on
the aid the state provides them each
month.
"These are people that just cannot hold down a job," he said. "This
aid is a life or death thing for these
folks."
Some advocates of the program
are concerned about the impact
cutting the program would have
on current GAU recipients.
"The question will be where they
are going to stay, and how they are
going to continue to live," said
George Foster, a coordinator at First
United Methodist Church.
Foster volunteers at Assured
Breakfast, a program sponsored
by his church that serves breakfast
to 200-400 homeless individuals
on Sundays. Many who come to
Assured Breakfast are on GAU,
Foster said.
"Some have a place to stay, others don't," Foster said. "I'm worried
that some will end up in jail, and
more will wind up sleeping on the
streets."
Foster also volunteers at the
Men's Inn, a Seattle homeless shelter that provides mats for $3 a night
to 40-60 men. Approximately half
ofthe men who come to die Inn are
on GAU, Foster said.

■

Many ofWashington's GAU recipients spend their days roaming
sidewalks in search of a loose change
to buy a dollar-menu cheeseburger.
As night falls, they file into homeless shelters exhausted with hopes
of securing a $3-a-night mat on a
hardwood floor.
GAU, or General Assistance
Unemployable, is a state program
that distributes a $339 monthly
cash benefit and health care coverage to approximately 16,000
Washingtonians. Recipients are
unemployable due to physical
or mental health problems. Gov.
Christine Gregoire has recently recommended cutting the program in
her 2009 budget proposals.
GAU is often termed a "last
resort" assistance program, said
Bill Hobson, a representative from
Seattle Downtown Emergency
Service Center, or DESC. Ineligible
for any other assistance programs,
many GAU recipients are homeless. He said they often struggle
with mental illness or chemical
addictions.
GAU recipients lack a support
system of family and friends to
help them get back on their feet,
he added.

Gregoire has supported GAU
in the past, but she predicted
Washington will not be able to
maintain funds for the program
due to budget cuts.
Hobson, an advocate ofthe program, said state governments have
proposed to cut GAU for several
years. He said this year, however, he
worries the large revenue shortfall
might lead the legislature to finally
cut the program.
"I think it [GAU] is in jeopardy now more than ever before,"
he said. "It is a big price tag in the

■

Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer

Number of abuse victims filing to reach more than one-hundred

�

Thursday, Feb. 5, John Manly, one
of the attorneys representing the
63 victims, detailed the new allegations and said he hoped to push
the cases to trial.
"Case and others put the reputation of the Jesuit order above the
wellbeing of children," Manly said.
"This must stop. Those in power
[...] need to be punished."
When asked whether the suit
is taking aim at Seattle U's assets, Manly said nothing is off the
table. He told the Seattle Times
"there's no doubt that we are going after Seattle University assets."
University officials said Seattle U
is an independent entity separate
from the Society of Jesus and not
financially liable.
Wall said at least four victims
were abused by Jesuits when Case
was the provincial.
More victims will be filing,
amendments to the complaint in
coming weeks, Wall added. He
expects more than 100 total
victims to have filed by the end of
February. The latest addition brings
the total to 63 victims.
"Hopefully, in the next couple
weeks," Wall said, "we'll be able to
file on behalf of another 60 or so
victims."
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

Josh can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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"Fr. Sundborg has
been quite disappointed
at these allegations that
are without basis and
completely untrue," said Casey
Corr, director of strategic communications at Seattle U.
Sundborg sent a campus-wide
e-mail on Thursday, Feb. 5, which
reiterated his position.
"As I have stated clearly, the allegations that relate to me are completely untrue," Sundborg wrote. "I
have also made clear my opinions
about the unprincipled and reckless
tactics of the plaintiffs' lawyers."
Sundborg criticized the press
release in which the lawyers called
Case a "high-ranking Seattle
University official." Sundborg said
Case has no formal role with the
university.
Case could not be reached
for comment. Seattle U's directory names him as a member of
Campus Ministry, but a statement
issued by Mary Petersen, vice president and university counsel, said
he. is on sabbatical while awaiting
a new assignment from the Oregon
Province.
"He is living here on a temporary basis. He's not an employee of
the university," Corr said of Case.
"Nor does he have any official
duties."
Case has been living in a residence hall on campus since last
academic year.
In a press conference on
Cover
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Drinking citations on Design cuts carbon footprint
the rise in res. halls

Green objectives, modern workspace drive ground-breaking on the new Admissions and Alumni building

Freshmen struggle to find balance between booze, books
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

dean of Students for Student

Development, said the increase

Rumor has it that the class of
2012 has been hitting the bottle
more than they've been hitting the
books.
"I think drinking is more widespread with this freshmen class,"
said Jackie Blanco, sophomore economics major. "I'll see them drunk
on weeknights, and one of them
told me 'work hard, play hard.'"

I think we spend just
the right amount
of time partying.
Laura Shoemaker
Freshman

According to data provided by
Mike Sletten, director of Public
Safety, the number ofalcohol documentations has nearly doubled
across the board since last year.
Last year, from the beginning of
the year up to Feb. 8, Public Safety
had 15 documentations within the
residence halls, with approximately
30 students involved. This year,
within the same time frame, Public
Safety has calculated a total of 28
documentations, with approximately 56 students involved.
Sletten also provided statistics
on "open-campus" documentations, which are drinking incidents that have occurred outside
the residence halls but on-campus,
including the four-block radius surrounding campus. Those numbers
have also doubled, from four last
year to eight this year.
There is another concern for
Public Safety aside from the higher
number of citations.
"Overall we have seen a little
more hard alcohol," Sletten said.
"Medical assists for alcohol poisoning have remained constant."
Other university officials say
there is a logical explanation for
this increase.
"I can't say that the number of
incidents is up, but I think that
the number of people involved in
the incidents is probably up a little
bit," said Romando Nash, director
of Housing and Residence Life.
Darrell Goodwin, assistant

might be because of the record
number of students in the class of
2012.

"But that's only natural," he
said. "If you were to calculate the
percentage of increase in both areas, it would probably be about the
same."
Nash added that this is not the
first time he and others within
Housing and Residence Life have
heard talk about increased freshmen drinking.
"Every year I've been here,
that's always been the rumor," said
Nash.
Some freshmen students defend
their class, saying they see no problem with their drinking habits.
"I have nothing to base it off
of. I don't know what the classes
before us were like," said Laura
Shoemaker, freshman Fine Arts
major. "But I think we spend just
the right amount of time partying, and it's proportional to the
amount of time we spend hitting
the books."

Alcohol incidents
have nearly doubled
since last year.
Another issue raised by the increased size of the freshmen class
is the fact that less space in the
residence halls translates into many
students getting pushed to off-campus housing to do their drinking.
The problem, explains nearby
house-resident Chris, who asked
that his last name remain anonymous, is that when the weekends
hit, throngs of freshmen show up
at his door for parties. They're looking for a place to drink, regardless
of whether or not they've been invited, he said.
"I just think that the freshmen
are scared to drink on campus and
so they leave, but they have no respect for places where people live,"
said Chris. "I have no problem with
freshmen drinking, but just make
sure you're invited instead of just
showing up and getting drunk."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu

Courtesy Facilities

The 10,000 square foot, $7 million project will be the first LEED certified gold building on campus.
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
While some have called it the
Taj Mahal with a twinge of jealousy, enrollment services official
Jim White says the university's
newest addition must be dressed
to impress.
"I think it ought to be the very
nicest space on campus," White
said of the Admissions and Alumni
building currently under construction on the corner of 12th Avenue
and E. Marion Street.
The structure will house the
Admissions Office and Alumni
Relations Department, a relocated
Kinsey Gallery and a community
meeting room in an effort to put the
univetsity's best foot forward when
dealing with prospective students,
alumni and the neighborhood.
"I've heard it called the Taj
Mahal," said Sari Graven, director
of program and resource develop-

From the beginning,
they picked a team

with environmental
experience.
ment for Facilities Services, "which
makes me cringe because it wasn't

really at all that expensive."
The $7 million project involves renovating the 7,000 square
foot Plasteel Frames building the
university purchased and adding
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3,000 square feet to the structure.
Construction began in January
and is scheduled to be completed
in July.

The new office will be the first
Seattle University building to
meet Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)
gold standards set by the U.S.
Green Building Council.
"Right from the beginning we
picked a team with environmental experience," Graven said. "We
made green objectives and programmatic objectives, and now
the university is putting its money
where its mouth is."
The building will feature photovoltaic panels to provide some of
its power, will utilize some natural
ventilation, will rely heavily on
natural lighting and be built with
a variety ofrecycled materials. The
roof will be home to low maintenance plants. Precipitation will be
drained from the roof into a collection system that will be used to
water other plants.
During construction, almost all
of the demolitionwaste is being recycled, according to Graven.
The Admissions and Alumni
building will also feature different
interior office space design than
most other buildings on campus,
Graven said.
"We're planning offices like they
are in the real world," she said, noting it will take some time for university employees to get used to the

changes.
But for Graven, perhaps the
interesting aspect of the
new building is joining Alumni
Relations and the Admissions Office
together. Alumni Relations is currently housed in the Administration
building and Admissions in the
University Services building.
"It's been fun to watch that
relationship grow," Graven said
of the two departments. "[...] If
you think about it, they're perfect
most

together."
White, the associate provost
for enrollment management, said
many universities view enrollment
as a continuous process and have
already put their admissions and
alumni departments in the same
facilities.
"This will give us opportunities to collaborate in new ways,"

he said.
Plans for collaboration include
creating exhibits of Seattle U history, accomplishments or student
life to display in the vestibule of
the new building, according to
Graven.
The move to the new building
will bring some logistical challenges
for Admissions, which works closely with Enrollment Services, an office that will be staying put in the
University Services building. The
two offices have yet to determine
how prospective student applications and other sensitive documents
will be transferred across the street
securely, White said.

I've heard it called
the Taj Mahal, which
makes me cringe.
Sari Graven

Facilities
"There are a lot of things to unravel," White said. "Things we've
grown accustomed to doing here."
The departure ofAdmissions and
Alumni will also call for a shuffle of
offices that has yet to be finalized,
according to Heather Geiger, space
and planning manager.
The Kinsey Gallery's space in
the Casey building will be converted into offices for faculty or
advising. University Advancement
will move to the Administration
building where Alumni Relations is
currently located. The Controller's
Office, currently located in
University Services, will be moved
to the Cherry building.
In the University Services building, Enrollment Services will see an
expansion. Geiger said Facilities
is also hoping to accommodate
growth for Public Safety and
Human Resources while creating
some new offices for College ofArts
and Sciences faculty.
Graven said the university will
seek to name the Admissions and
Alumni building after a donor's
wishes in order to defer costs.
Josh can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Admins placate student budgetary concerns
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor

"The reputation of SU still

825 students, Smith said there are
scenarios they do not want to re-

re-

mains very strong," said Crawford.

After the administration cut 5
percent from each department's
operating budget—excepting salaries—in the 2009 fiscal year and
announced its plan to cut 5 percent
from the entire 2010 budget, students were left wondering how the
cuts were going to impact the quality of their education.
To allay student fears, ASSU
held a budget forum Feb. '5 with
Rob Kelly, vice president of student
affairs, provost Isiaah Crawford
and Ron Smith, vice president of
finance. Tim Leary was unable to
attend as scheduled.
Smith said Seattle U was hit like
any other company in the economic
crisis, which was something the university could not plan for.
Seattle Us investment portfolio
dropped 26 percent, from $225
million to $170 million, which according to Smith, was not as bad as
the 30 percent loss suffered by other
companies.
Kelly called the current period
"one of austerity," in which there
would be a zero percent raise across
the board.
As students raised questions
about possible changes in financial
aid, housing costs, tuition rates
and quality of education, the panelists ensured the audience that the
Seattle U education will remain the
same.

"We've unfortunately received some
media attention lately."
Smith said the administration
is scheduling all of its cash flow so
that they can ensure the payment
of their bills.
"It's more like asset reservation
than trying to get a return," Smith
said. "We certainly didn't want
anyone to think that situation was
dire."
Crawford said there are opportunities to be more responsible in
how the university is spending.
But Kelly confirmed the university
is committed to maintaining a financial aid program that replicates
student needs.
He said the 2010 budget will include money set aside for students
who have faced a particularly hard
financial situation this year. Meeting
first year student need is a priority
for the university though. Student
Financial Services offered more financial aid last year than ever before
and enrolled the highest number of
freshmen yet.
With tke University of
Washington not accepting transfers this year and Washington State
University cutting 1,000 classes,
Seattle U students expressed concerns over an influx of applicants
to Seattle U.
"We hope to be in that kind of
a dilemma," Crawford said.
If the university does not get

sort

to.

Crawford said this is a great time
to focus on developing relationships
with donors. Students asked what
the university would do if donors
only wanted to donate to the athletic department.
"We can move it," Kelly said.
"We're going to end up subsidizing

everything on campus."
There were only about 30 students in attendance at the forum,
but of those there, some expressed
appreciation for the university's
attempt to be transparent in its

dealings.
"I think they are being fairly
student-conscious," said Sean
McCreight, junior creative writing and humanities major. "It's not
like athletics is trumping academics.
Every department is being asked to
do die same."
Spencer Black, a sophomore
chemistry major and member of the
investment club, said the university
has done a fairly good job in dealing
with the budget.
"They've stayed committed to
looking for the students' input instead ofkeeping all the power for
themselves," Black said.
The proposed budget for fiscal
year 2010 will go before the Board
ofTrustees for approval Feb. 19.

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Administrators respond to student fears regarding how the recession
will affect financial stability and the quality of their education.

Two-ply is too far,
say environmentalists
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
Last Monday, Kimberly-Clark
CEO and Chairman Thomas Falk
avoided a barrage of criticism
about the sustainability of practices at his company, much to the
dismay of audience members.
Falk's speech at Seattle
University focused on the difficulties and strategies of operating
a global company in a worldwide
recession, but he was forced to address environmental issues when
a small group of students used a
series ofcontinual questioning to
protest the company's sustainability practices.
Kimberly-Clark was responsible for $19.8 billion in sales
of personal care products and
consumer tissues in 2008. A few
Kimberly-Clark names that are
consumed by 1.3 billion people
everyday include Huggies diapers,
Kleenex, Scott, Viva, Kotex and

Pull-Ups.
As a company that distributes
paper products composed almost
entirely ofvirgin fibers, KimberlyClark has been a under close
watch from environmentalists for
some time.

"People

want to see a

bright

vision of the future," Falk said.
"A good leader with a good perspective should be willing to make
sacrifices that will have a positive
impact."
Falk's mentality of productivity seemed to relate to the
idea of sustainability, but some
audience members thought he
lacked the progressive action
initiative.
"Kimberly-Clark is really being attacked for their stance on
sustainability, but I think they
are doing what they can do
and that Falk answered appropriately," said Tuan Tran, who
received his master's degree in
business administration from
Seattle U.
Tran was the first panelist to
address Falk about sustainability.

Despite the repetition of
the topic, Falk's answers about
Kimberly-Clark left the audience
with questions.
"Kimberly-Clark was number
one on the Dow Jones index and
has been involved in sustainable
logging procedures since the very
start ofthe company, and now it's
just become a trend," Falk said.
Falk described progress Jn the
decrease in energy and water usage, which most importantly, he
said, "has saved money."
"Sustainability has lost ground
in the consumer market as a result of the economy," said Falk.
"Green ideas have been pushed to
the back burner."
As Falk described, consumers
often seem to go for familiar products that have the most value and
not necessarily green products.
Students wondered what cost
the consumer should put on the
environment.

"Falk did not address the questionsand was generally dismissive.
He did not address the underlying
impact of the problem," said Sarah
Dean, senior Spanish and international studies major.
Although there is optimism
that the Obama administration
will encourage corporations to
implement more sustainable practices, the consumer is the driving
force behind a market economy.
In the current economy and environmental trends, the true problem may lie in how much the
morality of environmental beliefs
costs. Twice the price for recycled
bathroom products seemed ridiculous to Falk.
"Nobody wants to use 'recycled' toilet paper," he said.
"Kimberly-Clark is clear
cutting boreal forests in South
America. The only recycled paper is the center of the toilet paper roll," said Dave Vantresca, a
graduate student working on an
MBA in sustainability.
darron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu .edu
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On the seventh floor of
one of the former residents of the quad has moved down
the hall into a double room.
Freshman Jonathan Palinkas
moved out during the second week
of the quarter when a standard
double room became available.
His new roommate, freshman
Michael Semler, lived in a transitional triple on the seventh floor
of Bellarmine before moving in
with Palinkas.
"I really enjoyed my roommates,
but it was hard to live with both of
them," Semler said. "It's easier to
have a solid relationship with them
now."
Palinkas said he feels less stressed
in a double room. He also said he
feels like he has more space than he
did in the quad.
Semler and Palinkas also agreed
that living in a double makes it easier to get to sleep when you need

Bellarmine,

BradenVanDragt

The Spectator

Eleventh floor quad residents Eric Bruner and Tyler Bernard regularly
host dinner for their floormates. The two do not want to move out.
Eric Wells, a resiout of the room. But he has heard
dent in the fourth floor talk about other quads possibly beCampion quad, said he ing converted back into lounges.
has met more people
"It kind of worries me," Davis
than he would have in a standard said. "I don't want to move; I defidouble room.
nitely like the quad."
"I get to meet the friends ofthree
Davis'said in the event that he
roommates instead of just one,"
did need to move out, he would like
Wells said.
to remain in Campion. Unless they
Fellow fourth floor resident hear otherwise, Davis and his roomJessie Carbullido said she doesn't mates hope to live in the quad for
mind having a quad on her floor.
the entirety of the year.
"At the beginning of the year, I
Nash said if spaces are availthink we all would have preferred able to move quad residents out,
to have a lounge. But once you
they have been asked to do so.
make friends with them, it's OK," But before they ask all of the
Carbullido said, while carrying a residents to move out, they have
cookie sheet belonging to the quad. to ensure each student can be
"And they let us borrow."
accommodated.
Freshman Joe Davis lives in the
"Ifwe can keep two together, we
quad on the sixth floor of Campion. try to do that," Nash said. "And if
He said his quad has not been apwe can keep them on the same floor
proached or e-mailed about moving we will do that, too."
Cover

�

too.

"There are less schedules to work
around," Semler said. "It's easier to
work out what's best for you."
The Bellarmine seventh floor
RAs, JorgeTapia and Lauren Savage,
said they are working on getting the
remaining residents of their quad
moved out.
"It's just a matter offinding open
rooms for guys," Tapia said. "But
those are hard to come by."
Tapia also added that as much
as some quad residents may want
to remain in their quad for the remainder of the year, they did sign

upcoming events
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SEAC Coffeehouse invites you to sing, donee, rhyme, and strum to trie delight
°^
e "' or 'n fl camP us pubirc. Want to perform? Email rawsonsl by 2/10!
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Featuring art of 19 children effected by Hurricane Katrino, this documentary
the resilient spirit of New Orleans. Discussion to follow!

presents

Like to laugh? ff so, join The Grape Seed Project for a rousing display of SU's
finest improvateers, past and present. Co-sponsored by the CEE.
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Members of SEAC plan events, create a bun, and make friends. Sound appealing?
SEAC is currently accepting applications for the 2009-10 school year. Apply now!
Tseac s musicxjl contest or epic proportions!
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Eight bands. One Ring ofRhythm. Who will leave Campion a Champion?
Enter Battle Royole, SEAC'sannual Battle of the Bands.

the beginning of the
acknowledged the fact

contracts at

orientation.We tell them when the

year that

year starts. We tell their parents."

that their housing situation

was

temporary.

Nash said every year there are
struggles to get quad residents out.
"People get settled in," Nash
said. "But we tell them multiple
times that we're going to need them
to move. We tell them at summer

Nash said as soon as rooms become available, quad residents will
be asked to move out. They hope
to have lounges available on every
floor by next quarter.

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

Science &
Technology
Physics professor sheds
light on dark matter
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

example, alternate theories of gravitation and quantum mechanics in
order to explain mystifying stellar

behavior.
"All of this is hinging on the
question: Do we know the theory
of gravity well enough to say that
there is dark matter?" Clark said.
She cited a recently-solved discrepancy between theory and observation known as the "solar neutrino
problem" as a similar example of
the use of an incomplete standard
model in physics.
The work done at Seattle U by
Clark, Luxon and Bossi consists
largely of gathering data from images ofdwarfgalaxies and globular
clusters. The images are taken by
the Apache Point Observatory in
New Mexico that Clark can control remotely from her laptop, then
decoded by Luxon and Rossi using IRAF and DS9 software and
inspected for oddities in chemical
composition and stellar movement
by Clark.
IRAF and DS9 Software is
commonly used outside of astronomy in studies in optics and
in parts ofthe medical profession,
making knowledge of its operation
a valuable skill for students looking
to enter the professional sphere.
For Luxon and Bossi, involvement in the dark matter research
has been an opportunity to acquire
professional experience as well as
to contribute in a real way to collective scientific knowledge.
"It's been nice to get hands on,"
. Bossi said, "To do diings that people in the field are doing."
Bossi was recruited by Clark
her freshman year and has been
co-published with Clark in The
Astronomical Journal. Luxon will
likely be co-published as well in
coming months.
Luxon enjoys the opportunity
to do original research. He points
out that, even in advanced physics classes, seniors usually simply
reproduce experiments createdand
performed by odier people.
"Instead of just sitting and
looking at a textbook, it's an opportunity to actually get a hold of
diese ideasand see how diey work,"
Luxon said. "If you're a science
student, when you're young you
always dream about the day when
you actually get recognized as a real
scientist. And then here you are,
before you even graduate, getting
to actually do real science."

The universe may be filled
with an invisible type of matter
that passes through our bodies every second while at the same time
twirling galaxies as ifthey were yoyos. A professor and two students
at Seattle University are helping
to determine whether this type of
matter, called "dark matter," really
exists.
Joanne Hughes Clark, associate professor of physics at Seattle
University, has been involving students in her research for years. She
has recently recruited senior physics majors Jason Luxon and Anne
Bossi to assist in her work as an
observational astronomer, giving
them an opportunity to develop
relevant technical skills while contributing to the way that physics,
as a "pure science," understands
the universe.
"It's a really good idea for
undergraduate students to have
some exposure to doing a bit of
research," Clark said. "I don't think
anybody's education is complete
until you actually try and do some
research in your area."
Clark researches stellar systems,
particularly globular clusters and
dwarf galaxies, in an effort to
gather data about the existence
and behavior of dark matter.
According to popular models of cosmology, normal visible
matter only accounts for about 4
percent of all the mass that ought
to be in the universe. That is to
say, the amount of matter that
can be observed directly—using
X-rays, visible light, radio waves,
and other methods—does not
come anywhere close to accounting for the gravitational forces that
are actually happening within and
between galaxies.
The concept of a kind ofelusive,
immaterial yet gravitationally-potent dark matter gained popularity
in the 1970s and 1980s to explain
many gravitational observations,
and, although the concept is still
a theory, it goes a long way toward
filling in the gaps in a physical understanding of the universe.
Part of the challenge of her
research into dark matter, notes
Clark, is its ability to support or
contradict the tentatively accepted formulations of cosmology. Cody can be reached at
Some physicists have posited, for shepher2@seattleu.edu
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Specs of the week
Sundborg's father, SU
supporter and former
journalist, dies
George Sundborg, father
of Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., died
Saturday night, Feb. 10 at the
age of 95. Graduating from the
University of Washington in 1934,
Sundborg worked in journalism in Washington and Alaska,
eventually founding and running
his own newspaper, the Juneau
Independent.
He became active in politics as
Alaska readied to become a state
and became a major author of
the state constitution, drafted in
1955.
President Sundborg, S.J., shared
the loss with the university in an
e-mail in which he remembered
his father's love and enthusiasm
for the university.
"Dad loved Seattle University,
the galas, the choir concerts, lectures, parties, guest lecturing about
Alaska in history classes," wrote
Sundborg. "[He] always delighted to say, when introduced here
on campus, 'I am the real 'Father'

Sundborg!'"
A funeral will be held Sat. Feb.
14 at 8 a.m. at Our Lady ofFatima
Church.
Seattle U wins prestigious
service award
The Corporation for National
and Community Service
placed Seattle University on its
Community Service Honor Roll
for the second year in a row.
CNCS figures showed diat in
one year, Seattle U students did
185,000 hours of service worth
more than $6 milllion.
President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J. said in a statement that Seattle
U has a potential to be a national
leader in community service. He
created the Center for Service and
Community Engagement in 2004
to provide opportunities for student service.
According to university news,
three out offour Seattle U students
serve the community through volunteer projects, professional work
and internships, which is twice the
national average.
Seattle U students have served
at a variety of locally based organizations, including but not limited to the TreeHouse Tutoring
program, the King Co. Juvenile
Detention Facility, Earth Corps,
Harborview Medical Center, St.
James Cathedral's outreach programs, LifeLong Aids Alliance,
and the former Bessie Burton
Assisted Living Home.
New student positions for
administrative leadership
ASSU announced Saturday
that three new positions are open
to students who wish to be a part
of administrative decision-making
on campus.
The committees accepting
applicants are the Space and

Capital Planning Group and
the Community Engagement
Initiative Committee. The
Associated Students of Seattle
University are also looking for a
secretary ofelections.
The Space and Planning Group
consists of top university administrators who make decisions regarding land use, construction and
building layout. Selected students
would look into study space for
students and the library renovation
and would serve from Feb. 2009
until June 2010.
The Community Engagement
Committee is focused on examining ways to live out the university
mission, Jesuit-Catholic identity
and the university's commitment
to social justice. The committee
focuses on youth, communitybased research and scholarship,
education, public policy, criminal
justice and health services. The position also extends from Feb. 2009
until June 2010.
The ASSU Secretary of
Elections will serve from Feb. 2009
until April 2009 and is a paid position, offering $8.75 an hour for 10
hours a week. Responsibilities for
the secretary include promoting
the elections, chairing the elections
commission, setting guidelines for
campaign materials and hearing
violations of the elections code.
Interested students should send
resumes and the application to assupresident@seattleu.edu by 3
p.m. this Friday.
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C.P. HAGGARD GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
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Stimulus package could
hurt work study

If the U.S. Senate's version of
the stimulus package bill passes
next Tuesday, students who receive Pell Grants and federal work
study could see their funding
cut. In response to Republican
criticism of over-spending in
the original bill passed by the
U.S. House of Representatives
in Jan., senators have reduced
allocations for the federal work
study program and higher education funding.
The Senate bill reduced the Pell
Grant spending by $1 million,
although the proposed number
is still higher than previous Pell
Grant funding.
In the House version ofthe bill,
the maximum amount for a grant
would increase by $500 and the
number ofstudents eligible for the
grant would increase by 800,000
over the next year.
The Senate version, however,
sets the maximum increase at
$280 during 2009-2010 for an additional 175,000 students. From
2010 until 2011, the package
will increase by $400 for an extra
$200,000 students.
While the House version of
the bill proposed $490 million
for work study, the Senate bill currently allocates no federal spending for work study positions. As
minimum wage increases and work
study allocations remain the same
or cut, fewer students can profit
from the program.

Kevin Young, M.Div. J O7
Senior Pastor, Victory Outreach, Culver City, California;
Teacher, Victory Education and Training Institute,
El Monte, California

LESSON LEARNED: Ignorance costs more than education.

MY STORY: In spite of witnessing the first of many
murders at age nine and watching my dad's life robbed

by drug abuse, I gravitated toward education and
discovered its ability to radically transform.
To learn more about Kevin's inspiring story and explore
the theology programs offered:

I www.apu.edu/explore/theology
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Physics professor brings chaos to his classroom
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer

involved with military work. It's just
a matter of principle." Morgan said.
"I didn't like working for Boeing
One would not know by seeing very much so I went to graduate
this clean cut and reserved professor school as a result."
that he has such a fascination with
At the UW, Morgan's fascichaos. Michael Morgan, a physics nation with the basic functions
professor in the College of Science of electrical systems led him to
and Engineering, has been sharing become interested in physics.
his love for science with students Despite the discouragement of his
at Seattle University Since 1984. If
colleagues—who told him studying
only there were more studentswith physics was not practical given his
background—Morgan found the
challenging complexity of physics
My fascination with
intriguing.
"The practical applications of
quantum physics
lasers interested me and led me to
understand the fundamentals of
came up in class.
physics and go further and further
into understanding the basic workMichael Morgan ings of the universe," Morgan said.
Physics Professor
Morgan worked for six more
years and received his Ph.D. from
UW in intermediate energy studhis thirst of physics.
ies. At that time Morgan came to
"It's a shame that physics has Seattle U to teach physics to undergrown to the point where the graduate students.
amount offundamental knowledge
"I realized I should change my
required to enter in the research field research to something more applihas deterred students from majorcable to undergraduate students, so
I began to focus my work on the
ing in physics," Morgan said.
Morgan received his bachelor's chaos theory," Morgan said.
The chaos theory states that,
degree from the University of
Washington in electrical engineer- despite the ability to predict moveing. He then worked for Boeing on ments and influences of objects as
electrical magnetic related problems defined by Newton's principles,
with commercial airlines. Morgan there are minor uncertainties in
made his point very clear that he calculations that will have an unhas never done any weapons related predictable and magnified effect
research and is very against it.
in the future, explained Morgan.
"I was very careful not to get These theories are very prevalent

when observing the solar system.
Although Morgan works to make
his research accessible to students he
became increasingly more interested
in the quantum level of the chaos
theory.
"I have always been fascinated
by the basic structure and functions
of the universe," Morgan said. "In
fact the most known parts of my
research have taken form in a toy."
The Levitron, which Morgan invented, is a small magnetic top with
different weights that is spun over
two polar magnets and adjusted
until it finds equilibrium floating
motionlessly above the table.-sometimes for a few minutes.
"I try to demonstrate the wonder
of physics to students in every way
possible," Morgan said. "Students
can tolerate very little of the complexity of physics, but I try to show
them that any deficiency in divine
knowledge can be made up in hard
work."
Although Morgan prides his accomplishments on his work ethic,
he does not forget to enjoy the irony
of physics.
"I work with Morgan and teach
some of his labs, and he does some
interesting and humorous things,"
said Patrick Robbins, a lab manager.
"The other day he was trying to roll
up the projector screen, but it kept
going further down until it shot up.
I have tried to convince him to let
me video tape it."
Morgan brings his fascination with his research into his

Adam Kollgaard

The Spectator

Morgan demonstrates the results of his research in quantum physics
that he calls the Levitron—a magnetic toy that defies gravity.

undergraduate classes.
"Recently, my fascination with
quantum particles came up in class
and we discussed the possibility of
building a cyclotron, which is a type
of particle accelerator invented in
the 19305," Morgan said. "We used
to have a cloud chamber here, and
I am always working on a way to
show people how beautiful the
laws of nature are in our everyday
lives."
Morgan has a very intense
interest in physics as well as his
teaching.

"If you don't have a passion for
physics that aligns with Michael
Morgan, it could be easy to misinterpret his abrasive enthusiasm,"
said Jason Luxon, a senior physics
major and lab assistant. "He cares
more than most professors and gives
so much to his students; he took
time to explain things to me outside ofclass and would just feed me
book after book, like an excellent
professor should."
Derron can be reahced at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
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public

safety
reports
Accident
February 8, 4:25 p.m.
A student contacted Public Safety to report an on the job injury
sustained following a basketball
game at Connolly. The student
was transported to a local hospital ER.

February

campus voice
How do you feel about Valentine's
Day, and what are your plans?
"I like Valentine's Day. It's a good time
to do nice things for people and being
creative."

Medical Assist
February 8, 4:40 p.m.

"I feel angry, hopeless and broken."

Public Safety received a report of
a Bon Appetit employee who had
sustained injuries to the head as
a result of a slip and fall. Public
Safety & SFD evaluated the staff
person. The staffperson was OK
and taken by ambulance to local
hospital for further evaluation.

Phil Spelman
Senior, Psychology

Kathleen Hyslop
Sophomore, Psychology

"I think it's a good concept that's
been commercialized. I'm going to
eat candy and go to a gay bar."

Malicious Harassment
February 8, 8:15 p.m.
Public Safety received a report of
graffiti on the east external wall
of Xavier. The graffiti contained
malicious harassment language.
Seattle Police Department responded and the incident was
documented. Public Safety removed the graffiti.

"The one day of the year where
false hope reigns free."
Mehron Abdollmohammadi
Sophomore, Psychology

Criminal Trespass
Warning
February 8,10:00 p.m.

Melvin Pretlow
Senior, Finance

"I think Valentine's Day is really
commercial, but if you have someone
to spend it with, it can be special."

Public Safety received a report
of a non-SU male sleeping on
a couch outside the ASSU office. Public Safety made contact
and identified the individual. The
male was trespass warned from
campus.

"I usually get sick on Valentine's
Day from eating too much
candy."

Hate Graffiti
February 8, 12:36 p.m.
Campus Public Safety and the
Seattle Police are investigating
a report of hateful graffiti found
on campus. A witness saw the
words "I hate all nand Cops"
written in a space approximately
11-by-15 inches on the east
courtyard wall of Xavier Hall,
near a fire exit door. Public Safety
cleaned the wall after contacting
the police. Public Safety is asking
for community members' awareness and cooperation in reporting hate speech or harassment
on campus.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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Kate Stinson
Freshman, Mechanical Engineering

Kelsey Henan
Sophomore, Economics
Interviews by Corey Blaustein and photos by Clara Ganey

Blog of the week: A guide to angsty poetry
Pauline Diaz
Volunteer Writer

offer a few tips for anyone who's
simply interested in reaching back
to

Don't have any plans for
Valentine's weekend? Done enough
passive-aggressive "15 things I wish
I could tell 15 people" Facebook
notes to remind you how little vitamin D you've been getting? Found
yourself mysteriously listening to
My Chemical Romance lately? This
sounds like the perfect time to find
and write some good ol' fashioned
teen angst poetry.

Teen angst poetry has seen a
curious revival lately, probably
because of the economy like everything else. Bumbershoot 2008
had a show by Sara Bynoe, editor
of "Teen Angst: A Celebration of
Really Bad Poetry," and I recently
spotted a posting on Craigslist for
another contest.
Now, while the contest
only calls for genuine teen
angst poetry, I thought I'd

eighth grade.
First, bank on bad meta-

phors. And similes can be even
better. Is your soul like a dark
cave? Your heart like a crumpled up piece of paper that he
threw away? Is the pain a knife
cutting into your emotions? Get
creative—or not.

Is your soul like a
dark cave? Your heart
like a crumpled up
piece of paper?
Second,

use as many

references

possible to darkness, emptiness,
falling, and brokenness. You don't

as

even

need

to turn

these words

metaphors. Also note that
emptiness includes missing pieces,
such as a missing piece of your
heart or a missing piece of your
soul. And if you were broken to
pieces (one of which, of course,
is now missing), then you've got a
double whammy!
Third, collect really violent verbs
as well as really lame verbs. Having
one's heart ripped out, tortured or
torn apart is good. Introducing
that idea with "I feel like" is
even better.
Fourth, overuse rhetorical questions. Why don't you just chew me
up and spit me out? Aren't I everything you ever wanted? Can I ever
be good enough for you? Should I
just break down and cry? Or break
down and die?
Fifth, remember that rhyming
counts. "From day one I talked
about getting out / But not forgetting about / How my worst fears are
letting out / He said why put a new
into

address / On the same old loneliness / When breathing just passes
the time / Until we all just get old
and die / Now talking's just a waste
of breath / And living's just a waste
of death / And why put a new address / On the same old loneliness
/ And this is
you and me / And me
and you / Until we've got nothing
left." (Thanks to Fall Out Boy for
that one.)
Sixth, the more self-absorbed,
the better. Duh.
If you're feeling really festive, you might even gather some
friends for a jam session and turn
your verse into a screamo, country
or contemporary Christian rock
song. It may not be Fragments'
cup of tea, but surely some part
of your past self will be thinking,
"Omgomgomg that is everything i
wanted 2 say."
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
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Across
1 Morse element
5 Go away
10. Letter opener
14.Charles Lamb's pen name
15. Doppelganger
16. "Rule Britannia" composer
17. Fear of being alone
19 Scene of first miracle
roll
20

21 j Adjutant
22 Brooding hen
24. Entities

26. Cover with earth
27. Deprive of mineral con-

tent
33. Country album?
36. Like Cheerios
37. Brit, lexicon
38. Spy
39. Prepares for publication or
release
40. Memo heading
41. Memorable time
42. Jack
43. Person who dresses

stones

leH^B
66. Adversary
67.
-bitty

Down
I.Brit's discharge
I
1 1 2. Unaccompanied
bestcrossword.com
3. Biblical mOUnt
4. Ten of these equal one dong
in Vietnam
44. Lowermost segment of 5. Disunion
6. Lump of earth
the sternum
7. Cloak
47. "Night" author Wiesel
8. Black bird
48. Although
9. Gauges
52. Fill with horror
sow,
so
shall...
10. Finger
55.
11.PartofQ.ED.
57. Compass pt.
12. Actress Heche
58. Flesh
13. Back
59. Easy to reach
18. Senate attendants
62. Female horse
23. Teheran's country
63. Marijuana
64. Capital of Calvados, in NW 25. Minn, neighbor
26. Superior
France
28. Treat salt
65. Toward the mouth

_

websudoku.com

29. Ingenuous
30. Charged particles
31. Nothing
32. Biblical garden
33. Top
34. Actress Hatcher
35. Jump
39. Preserved fodder
40. Metrical foot
42. Slay
43. Some hybrids
45. Vehement
46. Oppose
49. Convocation of witches
50. Atoll unit
51. Itty-bitty
52. Rifle adjunct
53. Fleshy fruit
54. Graph prefix
55. Skin eruption
56. Parliament of Poland
60. Tin
61. Here, to Henri
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For the love of relationship

On a Jesuit campus with a no
condoms policy and buzzing hormones, the taboo topic of sexual
education poses a problem for organizations and clubs who attempt
to confront the topic of sexuality
and promote a healthy, holistic understanding of sex.
"Even though Jesuits are liberal in the Catholic sense, they are
still very conservative," says Keller
Higbee, Residence Hall Associaton
vice president of internal affairs.
"There are certain things we can't
say on the topic of sex, and condoms aren't allowed to be distributed on campus along those same
lines."
The education of sexuality is a
constant worry for on-campus organizations such as RHA, Peer Health
Action Team (PHAT) and Campus
Ministry. Every year, PHAT distributes a college health assessment
survey to measure, among other
health-related topics, sexual activity on campus.
Out of a sample of 780 students
from last school year, 26 percent
said they were not sexually active.
Sixty-four percent said they had one
or two sexual partners —defined as
oral, anal or vaginal sex—within
the span of a year. Only 10 percent
of those surveyed reported having
three or more sexual partners last
year.
The survey reports 36 percent
of students do not use condoms
during vaginal sex, compared to 31
percent of students who regularly
do. The other 33 percent said they
either occasionally use condoms or
abstain from sex altogether. In light
of this, 12 percent of students, twothirds of that being female, said they
opted to use the morning after pill
the day after a sexual encounter.
When asked about their preferred forms of contraception, 40
percent of students report extensive
use of birth control pills. Thirtythree percent prefer to use condoms
as the primary method of contraception. The survey also mentions
11.5 percent of students prefer to
use the "withdrawal" method during vaginal intercourse, the third
most popular form of contraceptives according to the survey.
"Our mission at Seatde U, first
and foremost, is to promote health
and wellness—that includes sexual
health and wellness," says Deborah
Hinchey, head of Wellness and
Health Promotion and director of
PHAT. "For example, PHAT has
promoted low-cost STD testing in
the Student Health Center."
In spite of those efforts, 62 percent of students surveyed said they
had never been tested for HIV
infection.
Last spring quarter, RHA put on

Sexual Evolution —the first weeklong sex education program at the
university. According to Higbee,
this program was aimed at educating students about sex from a very
"holistic" perspective.
The Sexual Evolution teaches sex
education lessons ranging from basic anatomy to sexual terminology
to a lecture about religious perspectives on sex by a Jesuit priest and a
Muslim grad student.When asked if
the program would be offered again
this year, Higbee says that he only
hopes that will be a possibility.
"I think that the level of sexual
education on campus is not adequate," Higbee says. "It makes
it very problematic for PHAT or
RHA to put on these programs, especially when we've never had these
particular programs before."
When it comes to certain programs put on by RHA or resident
assistants, Housing and Residence
Life has the final say in what is allowed to be said and done regarding
sexual education.
"Each RA tries to cover all six
areas of Jesuit values with their
programs," says Jake Wild, junior
English and political science major
and Bellarmine RA. "Topics arise
no matter what program we put on.
Especially in the case of sex-ed, we
start with the broad themes, such
as healthy relationships, then work
our way forward."
In two weeks, Campus Ministry
will have a sex and spirituality panel, in which students can ask a panel
of faculty questions regarding the
relationship between sexuality and

spirituality.
Also, with Valentine's Day being only a few days away, PHAT
is sponsoring a week of programs
to promote healthy relationships,
including a hugging workshop
and free STD testing at the Health
Center.
"Some students who come to
this school have very little knowledge about sex," says Hinchey,
PHAT director. "Panels and discussions are a good way to create a safe
environment for students to open
up and talk."
Some say sexual education has
even greater impact at the college
level than the high school level, due
to the nature of an active college
lifestyle. RA's have the foremost responsibility of regulating residence
halls when it comes to after hours
visits.

"My hope as an RA is to help
people gain their own levels of responsibility," says Wild. "Sex is a
lifelong learning process. Something
so important to human relationships needs to continue not only in
college, but beyond to other levels
as well."

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

I saw "The Passion of the Christ" on my first
date with my first girlfriend [...] Afterward I
said 'Man, that movie was about as slow as
the second coming of Christ!" It was always
awkward after that.

What is you

Michael Stock
Senior Drama Major

I broke up with my boyfriend of tl

years the day before he moved a
Then a month later I happened t<
dating a new guy, who just happe
to be one of his best friends. It wa
ally awkward [...] Now he's my ro
mate. It's still awkward.
Arabella Bautista
Sophomore at Seattle Central

This guy was really good on paper. He was very good
looking, a doctor, had a lot of money, a Porsche, of course
that's not why I was interested in him. He was from Nigeria.
He lived in Belltown and wanted to take me to a restaurant
in West Seattle, but he didn't know how to get there. He
hadn't map-quested the place, and I kept trying to call
411 to get directions, and finally he pulled over and went
into an Irish Pub to ask for directions, which I also thought
was weird. We finally found the place and realized that they
weren't even open on Mondays. We ended up eating in
a nice restaurant in Belltown, but I was so annoyed that I
didn't bother to go on another date with him.
Erin Beary
Interim Director of Campus Ministry

Students frustrated with dating opating
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer
It's common knowledge on
Seattle University's campus that with
a student population of 61 percent
female and 39 percent male, single
women across campus are wondering what their options are for this
upcoming Valentine's Day.
"There are no guys, and if there
are, they're gay—it's hard to find a
single, straight guy on Capitol Hill,"
says Katherine Harrison, sophomore marketing major.
Though women across campus
have been faced with this dilemma
and it seems to commonly echo
across campus, it may be surprising to some that even men seem
to be complaining about a similar
problem. Men argue one of three
angles. Some say there are not

enough available women. Others from all the boys and none of the which some
brag about the ease in working the girls. 1 do not date. Girls don't like drought on
dating scene, and the rest resent the me much," says Justin Najar, sopho- Friday and S
more economics major.
"There ar
design of dating altogether.

there are so many
girls at this university,

yet so few that are
actually dateable.
Owen Whitcomb
Junior

The idea that men are just
hard up for potential dates as
women is supported by many guys
on campus.
"I'm tired of getting attention
as

Some men complain about the
variety and availability of single
women at Seattle U.
"Girls are like handicapped parking spaces," says Paul Anderson,
freshman business management
major. "There aren't very many of
them, and they're always taken."
Others complain quality of
choices hinders their opportunities
to date.
"What pisses me off the most
about dating is that there are so
many girls at this university, yet so
few that are actually dateable," says
Owen Whitcomb, junior economics major.
Another complaint is the weekend migration of single girls to UW,
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Sex Life:
How to successfully navigate a
one-night stand in Seattle
Carey Smith
Lead Designer

tis

:'our worst relationship experience?

i

my boyfriend of three
he moved away,
later I happened to be
uy, who justhappened
best friends. Itwasre..] Now he's my roomwkward.
)efore

>

So, get this: you really like a guy
and you two are dating. Then you
go home to visit your folks for a
few days, come back and see him
making out with another girl. Right
in front of you. Yeah.

I don't have a heart and I don't
care.

Hollis Wong-Wear
Senior History Major

Chris Kissel
Junior English major

I was on a date with this
girl, and I didn't touch
my food for a long time
because I was afraid it
would be too hot. We
never went on another
date.
Doug Rudeen
Sophomore Psychology Major

of the which some say creates a female
don't like drought on campus on a typical
Jasjr, opho- Friday and Saturday night.
"There are a lot of people who
about
the
n
go to UW every weekend, so all
tyof single the extra girls leave and the ratio comes back to 50:50. It's not
zapped ark- like the place is teeming with
Anderson, them," says Tyler Bernard, freshman
lanagement premajor.
Some argue the problem may
many of
taken."
have less to do with the people out
quality of there wanting to date, and more to
pportunities do with how they're going about
it. Some men expressed that mat>f he most nipulating the dating scene simply
therare so requires a high level of skill, knowlersity, yet so edge and raw charm.
"You should always play the
iteabl,"says
ior econom- song Electric Field for the girl that
you want," Whitcomb says.
is the weekSome men expressed that the apgirls to UW, proach one uses can either work in

ys ery

I

rls

none

dating is f***ing stupid," says Max
your favor or fail miserably.
"Wear a tie. Take her out for Dore, junior criminal justice major.
coffee, but order tea because it's "And the idea that you shouldbuild
more interesting. Jasmine tea," says up to sex—dating for two or three
Robert Lions, sophomore biology months first. It's a stupid American
thing that doesn't exist anywhere
major.
Regardless of the general sen- else."
timents felt by some students on
campus, there are still some individuals who still look at the dating There are no guys, and
scene on Seattle U's campus in an
if there are, they're gay.
optimistic light.
of
sexual
"Regardless
preference,
Katherine Harrison
ifyou're a male, you've got it made,"
Sophomore
freshman
Maddox,
Mark
strasays
communications
tegic
major.
Some girls seem to miss the
The very act of dating has
idea of actually being taken out,
swooned, charmed and won over changed. Dinner and a movie is an
in less than one night. But for the expensive, dusty relic of the past.
most part, it is a mutually supported Today with the use of technology
and dating web sites, the differencsystem of convenience.
of
es between traditional dating and
"Personally I think the system

modern-day dating are becoming

substantial.
In a previous article published
by The Spectator, Linda Young,
psychology professor at Seattle
University and counseling psychologist, mentioned that since
more young people are attending
college, the need to marry has been
pushed back.
"Because [young adults] want
to commit but know that it will
happen later in their lives, in the
relationships they are having in
college, they want to protect their
feelings, they want to protect themselves from being hurt," said Young.
"They are on the fence about the
question, 'Is it safe to fall in love
with someone?'"

Throughout their college careers most students will experience a one-night stand. It will
probably be awkward. It will
probably involve alcohol and in
many cases the next morning will
be spent trying to figure out where
you are, and why you're only wearing one sock.
As this experience can be a
scary one, I would like to give
some advice on how to successfully navigate a one-nightstand and wake up the next
morning fully intact, without any
special surprises.
My first tip seems like the most
obvious thing you could hear; use a
condom! I know our school doesn't
give them out on campus, but that
is no excuse.
Anyone can get free condoms
from Lifelong AIDS Alliance, right
next to campus off Madison. No
excuses. No condom, no sex. Now,
on to more nuanced aspects of the
infamous one-night stand.
If you're at a bar hooking up
with someone, don't have sex at
the bar. Not because this is in bad
taste, even though it is. Don't have
sex at the bar because it could result in you going to jail. I don't
know about you, but I prefer waking up in someone's house, not in a
King County jail cell with a bunch
ofmeth addicts.
It's 3 a.m. and you now have
decide
to
if you're sleeping here or
home.
This can be a pivotal
going
decision in setting the boundaries of a one-night stand. Staying
could imply willingness to begin
a relationship you are not ready
for, where leaving could make for
a very awkward encounter if you
ever happen to see this person
again.
Any legitimate piece of advice
would tell you to use delicate judgment based on the circumstances
leading up to this moment. I am
neither legitimate nor delicate, so
get out fast and deal with the awkwardness if it pops up later.
Upon your exit, take all your
stuff. Nothing is worse than having to go back and pick up your
belt with the bedazzled ram's
horns. Give the room a once over
before you leave, and check your
pockets for your wallet, keys and
phone.
Also, go look in the mirror
before you leave, someone asking
you about the hickey you didn't
know you had can be pretty

embarrassing.
There you have it: everything
to get you through the evening.
Of course, I would never con-

done this kind of reckless behavior, but if for some reason any
of you upstanding citizens find
yourselves in this situation, hopefully these tips will keep your
dignity preserved and your conscience clean.
Carey can be reached at

Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu

smithc3@seattleu.edu
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wTZzVUl?)rocks the radio waves
Ten songs to show you care
Emily Hiraki
Music Director

&

Pop quiz! What is the best way to
give your Valentine something handmade without getting glitter glue all
over yourself? A mixtape! The most
coveted gift in all of dating! Ever! I
know you wouldn't dream of simply
burning a CD, so to allow you more
time to run out and get a proper
cassette tape and player I have compiled ten Valentine's Day appropriate
songs—all from local artists! Enjoy
your street cred and conversation
hearts.
01. Rocky Votolato, "Where We
Left Off'
Seattle. A soothing solo departure
from his past project, Waxwing, and
the acts ofhis actualbrothers from The
Blood Brothers. Songs like "Where
We Left Off'—with dieir moody vocal harmonies, strains of harmonica,
and soft drums—that make Rocky
the king of Northwestern indie.
02. The Blow, "Jet Ski
Accidents"
Portland. Brilliant lyrics are
brought to life by Mikhaela
Maricich's sweet voice. The Blow
is at their best when the songs are
stripped down and simple in songs
like Jet Ski Accidents.
03. Death Cab for Cutie,
"Marching Bands of Manhattan"
Seattle. It's impossible not to talk
about Deadi Cab when talking about
Seattle music, but that doesn't mean
that Marching Bands of Manhattan
wasn't absolutely made for a Valentine
mix like this.
04. M. Ward, "Never Had
Nobody Like You"
Portland. M. Ward features Zooey

Monday

n

lU

+

._

The mixtape is the
most coveted gift

in all of dating.
06. The Lonely H, "Simple
Love"
Seattle. It's hard to believe that the
Lonely H were mere high schoolers
when they wrote this heartfelt love
song for their first album Kick
Upstairs. I can only imagine what
lucky girl took such a boyfriend to
prom!
07. Iron & Wine, "Such Great

Heights"
South Carolina. Although not
technically from the NW, Iron
Wine does the most beautiful cover of "Such Great Heights" (from
Seattle's favorite side project the
Postal Service,) that I had to make
an exception. A perfect fit in this mix
&

Tuesday
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go! Remember, rhixenjoyed in the car on
the way to your date, through split
headphones on the bus, or in the
background while sharing a very
special helping of Valentine's Day
Scooby Doo Mac Cheese.
&

Emily can be reached at
hirakie@seattleu.edu

Thursday

Becky Jessup
'Trophy Friend Club'

Max
Cerami

'

Emily Hiraki
KSUB Music Director

Christine Liberal
'The Liberal Hour'

but there's something mysterious
(maybe beignets or maybe excellent writing) that prevents me from
feeling like frivolous trash. Anyway,
the absolute best part of the whole
album is "Fantome Dur"—a French
cover of the Unicorns "TuffGhost!"
Musiclovers will enjoy revisiting this
modern classic.

Parlez-vous Francais? You might
have to if you want to fully enjoy
the recent wave of French-language
pop that's working it's way into the
American scene. Don't let the language barrier dissuade you! February
has seen the release of two highly anticipated albums en Francais and the
hype is for good reason. Even without understanding the words, you'll
find the quality of songs throughout
to be ttes bien! I highly recommend
that you sample both. And, conveniently enough, you can tune into
KSUB all month to hear them in
rotation.

This week, French-Canadian
quintet Malajube released their third
album "Labyrinthe." It's markedly
moodier than their previous release,
"Trompe L'oeil," which was an energy packed experiment in layers
and layers of pop and harmonies.
However, "Labyrinthe" doesn't suffer
from the dialed down energy. It feels
more focused while still retaining the
persistent energy of their previous
work. Where "Trompe L'oeil" was
an explosion of color, "Labyrinthe"
is a real show.
Maybe this laid back pop duality is a French tiling. Or maybe it's
the start of a general pull away from
the gentle strains of indie rock that
we're so used to. EitJier way, I like it
and I want to hear more of it. (But I
secretly hope its both and it comes
with eclairs.)

Nous Non Plus just released
their second full-length album,
"Menagerie," last week. This 'fauxFrench' release (they're from New
York) makes for a refreshing addition to your playlist—hushed drums
and soft vocals to maintain your indie rock buzz, but a healthy smattering of pop beats keeps Menagerie
from fading into obscurity. It's fun.
And yet, there remains that 'je ne
sais quois' that makes cool Frenchy
things French. "Loli," for instance,
is a straightforward pop track that
would easily fit into next week's episode of that disgusting 90210 remake

Saturday
Annelise Ogaard
■
The VermillionBorder'

David Dukart

lv p.m.

There you
tapes are best

(10-11 a.m.)

_

fi

Coop."

Wednesday

'Asian Adventure'

.

for low-key lovers.
08. Hey Marseilles, "Someone to
Love"
Seattle. Something about their
wistful lyrics over the full sound of
orchestral pop seems so satisfying
and (more importantly in today's
market) fresh. You can go down
and thank frontman Matt Bishop
in Admissions personally, for any
romantic hand holding that goes
down during this song.
09. The Fruit Bats, "When U
Love Somebody"
Seattle. I'm more than willing to
adopt Chicago transplants, theFruit
Bats, as Seattlites when they're putting out gems like "When U Love
Somebody."
10. Kay Kay & His Weathered
Underground, "Simon Courage
Flees the Coop"
Seattle. Okay, I'll admit—l will
find a way to insert Kay Kay & His
Weathered Underground into almost any occasion. But this is perfect. With lyrics like "liquid spice
girls out of children," nobody really
knows what's going on in this song,
but you will forget every ballad for
the sweeping orchestral movements
mixing with stomping and clapping
and harmonicas and a million other
things in "Simon Courage Flees the

Wil Stevens

.*«_
"*

Deschanel in "Never Had Nobody
Like You," but theShe Him sound
is nowhere to be found. A poppier
strain of indie folk, carefully cultivated as only M. Ward could.
05. Say Hi to Your Mom,
"Laundry"
Seattle. I will never get tired of
love songs about meeting in launr
dromats. Of course, I only know
of this one and Neil Patrick Harris'
"My Freeze Ray (Laundry Day)"
from Dr. Horrible's Sing Along Blog.
Even without the more than adorable premise, the steady drums and
incorporation of poppy piano is great
for taking you out of the ooey-gooey
love ballad mood.

Musique heads to states

Emily can be reached at
hirakie@seattleu.edu

Sunday
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Sawyer Purman
'The Mixtape'

Peter Edlund

Sam Knowles

Katy MB

'Chillosophy'

'Terrestrial

Maggie Macklin

Osbom

'Maggie's Audio Massacre'

KC and John
'KC&JoJo'

Kacey Shiflet
'The Broadway Hour'

'Canchola Radio'

'Listen in a Dark Room'

Pacheena

Silverman

m\~
jfcs

'Eclectic Bloom'
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Mehron Abdol.
'Autumn Aquarium'

Andy
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Cameron LaFlam
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Winter quarter KSUB schedule
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D.I.Y. solves 21 and up dilemma Upcoming concerts

Cameron Collins
Disc Jockey

Way back in 1985, in response to
constant allegations against all ages
venues of sexual abuse, child prostitution, and

drug and alcohol use,
the Seattle City Council passed the
Teen Dance Ordinance (TDO). The
TDO became the deathknell for the
classic all ages venues throughout the
'90s and into the early 2000s, as not
a single promoter filed for a permit
under the new law. With a de facto
ban on all ages shows, Seattle was
left with a huge void. One by one,
the city bid farewell to the likes of
the RKCNDY, the Velvet Elvis, and
DVB. It was in the wake of this transition that an underground all ages
scene began to flourish in Seattle.
The underground, or D.I.Y. (Do
It Yourself) music scene has a long
history in this country. Sometimes
when you have no music scene, you
just have to do it yourself. And that
is exactly what kids all over have
done. However, it takes something
like the death of the establishment of
the all ages scene for the D.I.Y. scene
to gain more momentum. From teen
centers to shows in living rooms and
basements, a new way for artists to
tour the country forms. Coupled
with a more intimate setting and
direct interaction between the artist and the fans, it has become the
preferred method of concert going
for many individuals. From personal
experience I can tell you that diere is
nothing like cramming into a room
with 50 of your closest friends and
singing along with one of your favorite artists at the top of your lungs.
Once the barrier between artist and
crowd is broken down, the experience becomes one of actually being a
part of the music, a part of the artist,
and a part of a greater entity—the
D.I.Y. music scene.
Although not unique to Seattle
(angst ridden kids have been fighting their parents to have fun for
thousands of years—just watch
"Footloose" to see the common
story), the D.I.Y. scene here is very
strong. What was once a series of
individuals justtrying to give bands
a place to play has now turned into a

loose connection ofvenues and promoters who want to create a thriving all ages music scene that is both
safe and enjoyable. This has seen the
rise of venues like Chilladelphia,
The Dog Park, GRN STRP House,
Healthy Times Fun Club, and the
Holy Mountain. Whether you are
into indie, punk, or something in
between, in Seattle there is something for you!

If you love music, you
should become part
of the Seattle scene.
At the center of it all is the
SeattleDlY Collective (seattlediy.
com), which is about more than just
the music. An all-inclusive collective
of like minded folks, the organization proclaims to aim to "increase
access to knowledge, skills, and resources from the bottom-up, and
build an inclusive community that
gives voice to marginalized groups,
encourages interdependence, as well
as empowering people to be active
agents of positive social change in
their own lives and their community." SeattleDlY gives an outlet
to promote different events and
although they do not exclusively
focus on music, the scene is often
central to what they do, sponsoring
such events as the annual Carousel
Fest and both playing in bands and
putting on shows.
The D.I.Y. scene is not exclusively run by SeattleDlY members,
however. There are many individuals not a part of the collective—
but who would probably view
SeattleDlY as an ally—who also put
on shows. One major outlet for the
all ages scene is the teen centerroute.
Although more predominate on
the Eastside (with KTUB, Ground
Zero, and the Old Redmond Fire
House), Seattle has its own set of
teen centers, which includes Cafe
Fusion (which is simply a room inside the downtownYMCA) and the
Vera Project (which is funded by the
city of Seattle). Vera is probably the

significant as they help train
the youth with the skills necessary
to create their own D.I.Y. spaces or
work in the music industry in various capacities.
Surprisingly enough, there has
also been a rise in 21 and over D.I.Y.
shows. Likely because the promoters
and artists grew up in, and are usually still a part of, the D.I.Y. scene,
bands and allies have been setting
up local D.I.Y. shows at bars like the
Funhouse, King Cobra, and Galway
Arms. Generally, local artists are
paired with a touring band (which
is also common in the underground
venues), so as to get locals out to the
show. Bands that play such shows go
back and forth between venues, bars,
and D.I.Y. spaces, so you can choose
your favorite setting.
As a whole, the underground
music scene in Seattle is strong,
and if you love music, you certainly
should become an active part of it.
Even if it is just going to the concerts to show support, you won't
be disappointed. With bands like
Dateless, Bow+Arrow, Like Claws!,
Cut Loose, The Damage Done,
Success!, Down We Go, The Blanket
Truth, and Anchor Down, you can't
go wrong. The local scene is active
and vibrant.
I, myself, have been active in
the scene in various capacities,
from radio and photography to
band member and show promoter.
Thus, I would be remiss if I did not
mention one of my own upcoming
shows (especially since, when I put
on a show, 100 percent of the proceeds go to the artists playing). So,
I highly recommend coming out to
the Grendel Presents show at GRN
STRP House (formerly RKCNDY
House) in the U-District March 14
to check out Classics ofLove (featuring Jesse Michaels, the singer of the
legendary Operation Ivy), Mike Park
(of Skankin , Pickle), along widi local
favorites Dateless and the Damage
Done. This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity to see such a legendary artist, so come on out and have
some fun!

KSUB delivers live

Cameron can be reached at
spectator@seattleu.edu

Arman Birang
General Manager

most

Seattle gets built and butchered
Kelli Upshaw
Disc Jockey
There is a common trend I've
found among young artists, musicians, and hipsters in general who
have recently moved to the Pacific
Northwest: They chose Seattle thinking it was die metropolis for all progressively-minded people, and the
center of the D.I.Y. movement—and
then they realized they were wrong.
These hopeful individuals journeyed
to Seattle thinking it was a modern
paradise, but it soon became apparent diat paradise went by a different
name: Portland.
Whatever life Seattle breathed into
music, art and contemporary culture
five years ago has since found a new
(and debatably way cooler) home in
Portland. And I hate to break it to
you kids, but Portland has claimed
yet one more gem that the Emerald
City wishes it could be blessed
with, and that gem is The Builders

and theButchers.
Imagine a rowdy mash-up of
John Darnielle's piercing vocals wirxi
the Decemberists 'old-time charm,'
don't forget to throw in twenty or so
tools-turned-instruments from your
parents' garage, and you'll end The
Builders and theButchers.

Folk music hasn't been
this unpredictable
for a long time.
The aged, pounding, and often
anxious old western folk sounds of

The Builders and the Butchers are
best served with a pint of beer. With
every inevitable stomp of your workman boot (or Vegan Vans), another
drop of beer falls to the floor and
adds to the grit of the whole experience. If you find yourself at aTBATB

show, lead singer Ryan Sollee and
his six to eight band mates will be
stomping, chanting, and hollering
right a long with you. After downing a few and being immersed in
songs like "The Gallows," "Bottom
of the Lake," and "Slowed Down
Trip to Hell," you'll either feel urged
to run from the sheriff or drop to
your knees and beg God Almighty
for mercy.
Folk music hasn't been this unpredictable or interesting for a long
time, and yet again, we wish Seattle
could take credit for the live and
recorded greatness of The Builders
and the Butchers. So pull up your
suspenders, gather your saw and bow
(for the crowd participation portion
of the show), and stumble over to
Neumos for what just may be the
best show, or demon casting ritual,
of your young, hipster lives.

Kelli can be reached at
upshawk@seattleu.edu

February 11

Sound Off! Semifinals Pt.2 annual
underage Battle of the Bands
7 p.m. $7 students, EMP

Murder City Devils
w/ Past Lives & Cap Lori
8 p.m. $20, Showbox Market

February 23

February 12

Dropkick Murphys
w/ H2O

Murder City Devils
w/ Past Lives Constant Lovers
8 p.m. $20, 21+, Showbox Market

&

Civet

7 p.m. $25, Showbox Sodo

&

The Bird and The Bee
w/ Obi Best
8 p.m. $10 adv, 21+, Chop Suey

February 13
Lykke Li

w/ Wildbirds & Peacedmms
8 p.m. $20 adv, $22
Showbox Market

February 14
Sound Off! Semifinals R.l annual
underage Battle of the Bands
8 p.m. $7 students, EMP

February 19
Hey Marseilles
w/ Grand Hallway & Painted Hill
8 p.m. $8 adv, 21+, Neumos
The Music Tapes
w/ Nana Grizol & Brian Dewan
7:30 p.m. $9 adv, $11, The Vera

Andrew Bird
8 p.m. $23 adv, $25
The Moore Theater
No-Fi Soul Rebellion
w/ Circles, Little Party
& The Bad Business
8 p.m. $6
The Old Firehouse
Broken Spindles
feat, members of The Faint
7:30 p.m. $9 adv, $11
The Vera

February 24
The SerieS!
w/ Thank You, Mi Ami
7:30 p.m. $6, The Vera Project

February 25
Ra Ra Riot
w/Cut Off Your Hands
& Telekinesis
8 p.m. $12.50 adv, Neumos

February 28
February 20
Dr. Doom vs. Dr. Octagon
aka Kool Keith
8 p.m. $15, Neumos
February 21
A.C. Newman
w/ Someones' Magic Ukelele
8 p.m. $13 adv, 21+, Neumos

The key phrase here is "live is
better." Since the very end of the
last school year, KSUB has been
purchasing live sound equipment
to try and get more diverse bands
and artists to perform live at our
radio station.
There have been a couple of small
performances this year but we're looking into getting more, and getting
more with bigger artists. Everyone at
KSUB has been excited about getting this new equipment and seeing
different artists perform. It's quite an
interestingexperience for the artist as
well because the typical performance
is a mix of three different experiences.
They are broadcasting (sometimes simultaneously in an interview style),
they are recording, and they're playing live!And depending on the focus
of the event it can be a litdeawkward
(but fun awkward!) for the audience
and the artist.
For example, A Pack of Wolves,

Kottonmouth Kings ■
w/ La Coka Nostra, Blaze Ya Dead
Homie, Big B, Potluck &Short Dawg
Tha Native
6:30 p.m. $23 adv, $25
Showbox Sodo.
Sound Off! Semifinals Pt.3 annual
underage Battle of the Bands
8 p.m. $7 students, EMP

three-piece band—singer/guitarist
plus singer/drummer plus Macbook,
a

came into the studioand their desired
focus was to the recording quality. So
because of their focus, the audience
only witnessed the Macbook and the
drummer in the studio and the guitarist/singer had to be isolated in the
control booth with die DJ (with the
door shut). Despite the occasional
awkwardness ofsome of these events
so far they've all been great experiences. KSUB's next live performance
will be with Seattle's own Sea Fever,
just coming out ofrecording their ER
They would like to perform a small,
quiet, almost romantic evening down
in the KSUB lounge.
This is your invitation to come
down and see them. They will be
performing Saturday, Feb. 28 at
approximately 7 p.m. To listen,
tune in at ksubseattle.org or come
join us at KSUB in the Campion
Hall basement.

Arman can be reached at
biranga@seattleu.edu

For more information log on to ksubseattle.org.
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Sad songs for broken hearts Fine Arts gets upgrade
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

Anyone who has seen High
Fidelity knows that the mixtape
is an imperative part of the dating
game, and the notion is even truer
on Valentine's Day. The mixtape allows its creator to confess their love
and affection for their significant
other via the power of music, and
thanks to the digital age and the
prominence of CDs over cassettes,
they can now decorate the sleeve of
their mix to be cutesy and disgusting and sweet just like the songs

Though they make tour circuits
with some of the biggest names in
punk music, "Here's Looking At
You, Kid" proves they are just as
good at writing Americana balladry
as they are at punk rock poetry.

Music can help fight off
the Valentine's blues
just as it can set the

mood for romance.

it contains.

But what about the singles
there who wretch at the
very thought of Valentine's Day?
Fortunately, music can help fight
off those Hallmark Holiday blues
just as well as it can set the mood for
a romantic evening. The mixtape is
all about emotion, and sometimes,
hateful songs are way more endearing than sappy ones. If you're feeling lonely and bitter and spiteful on
Feb. 14, don't feel like you need to
abandon those bad romance flicks
and pints of rocky road, but feel
free to supplement your sulking
with some of these songs.
out

"Shift" by Grizzly Bear
From 2007's "Friend EP"
Grizzly Bear fronrmanEd Droste
described this song as being about
the sensation of watching someone
move on much too quickly after a
rough breakup. It's a shimmery
folk-pop track full of light acoustic
strumming and ghostly harmonies,
but its prettiness is overshadowed
by the gut-punching lyrics delivered
by Droste in a seemingly inhuman
howl. "Shift" captures that sensation of wanting to scream perfectly,
and echoes it back through three
minutes of reverb in a way that is
subtle and haunting.
"Here's Looking
At You, Kid"
by The Gaslight Anthem
From 2008's "The '59 Sound"
The Gaslight Anthem are one of
those bands that just can't be categorized or bottlenecked into a genre.

It's your typical jealous lover
track; lead singer Brian Fallon addresses his ex-girlfriends with a series ofboasts about how he's grown
to be a better person than they ever
will be, but the sadness in his voice
never seems to leave no matter how
much he tries to inflate his own ego.
The steel guitar in the background
perfectly captures the hesitation in
his wordplay, lilting back and forth
between major and minor chords,
teetering on the brink of both
happiness and misery. In the end,
Fallon concedes defeat and admits
he can't stop being a lover. "It's hard
to tell you this," he croaks as the
song winds to a close, and it's even
harder not to get a lump caught
in your throat while listening to
his lamentation.

"In The Morning"
by Junior Boys
From 2006's "So This Is
Goodbye"
"In The Morning" is the perfect
bitter ballad; it finds singer Jeremy
Greenspan recalling his most regrettable one night stand—which
was regrettable precisely because
he cared about the girl—in starkly
minimalistic and agonizing terms.
"Why'd you tell me that it's over,"
sings Greenspan, his voice lost
somewhere between a question and
a cry. What's best about the song is
its juxtaposition of downright woeful lyrics on top of baby-making
beats. The synth lines are all major
scale arpeggios and the beats sputter along in staccato like the shallow
breathing of post-coital cuddling.

ifflf

If Greenspan ever met up with the
girl again, he'd probably take her
to bed with the track he created to
vent his frustrations at her.
"Beach Baby" by Bon Iver
From 2009's "Blood Bank EP"
Justin Vernon (aka Bon Iver) is
the saddest schmuck alive. Search
as one might, it's impossible to find
a single happy song in the man's
entire musical repertoire. That's
probably not a bad thing though,
because Vernon knows how to set
melancholy to melody as well as
anyone since Nick Drake. "Beach
Baby" is the sucket punch equivalent of a breakup song; Vernon
sends his ex-love from the room
on the song, asking her not to lock
the door on the way out, in case he
feels the need to chase after her out
of griefand desperation. His voice
is heartbreak, plain and simple.
The man could make a mime audibly weep. The song so perfectly
captures the tone of heartache, it's
impossible to associate it with anything else.
"Velvet Waltz"
by Built To Spill

Doug Martsch is potentially
the last virtuosic guitarist making
music today, but more impressive
than his shredding skills is his ability to set moving lyrics on top of
his devil-may-care licks. Though
his subject matter is generally too
obtuse to be easily deciphered, the
meaning of "Velvet Waltz" is all too
clear: Martsch is heartbroken, but
he wants to be the heartbreaker.
"If there's a word for you," croons
Martsch in a falsely sympathetic
tone, "it doesn't mean anything."
The best way to hide one's heartache is to deny it to the death, and
Martsch manages to do so flawlessly
for eight straight minutes. "Velvet
Waltz" is an extraordinary tune
that somehow manages to capture
love, hate, indifference, denial and
confusion all at once, and its internal confliction makes it all the
more
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Quinton Morris created the conservatory-style strings major in 2008.
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
Seattle University's Fine Arts
program will be crossing into new
territory in the fall quarter of 2009
with the introduction of a professional undergraduate music degree.
The Bachelor of Music in String
Performance will be the first of
professional degree program of its
kind available in the Northwest
focusing on solo and chamber
music

performance.

[Morris] is good at

getting to the emotional
core of music.
Lan Tromble
Civil Engineering Major

affecting.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Students given chance to enroll in elite String Performance program

ISHi

"Most conservatory programs
focus primarily on orchestral performance," said Quinton Morris,
director ofchamber and instrumental music and assistant professor at
Seattle U. "As a result, Seattle U will
most definitely attract a different
type of student."
The new music program is designed to be competitive and prestigious from the very beginning;
conservatory style auditions are a
major factor in the admittance into
the program. Currently, none of
the other majors within the Fine
Arts department have audition or
portfolio requirements for undergraduate admission. Morris said he
feels students going into Fine Arts
related fields should demonstrate a
certain level of commitment, and
auditioning for the program is a
necessary step to ensure high caliber students. However, Morris mentioned he could not speak on behalf
of other departments and their
admittance practices.
Only about six to eight students
will be selected to participate in the
program after a successful audition.

Morris feels

limited and selecwill ensure
that each student excels to his or
her maximum potential. Amber
Archibald, Walter Gray and Joe
Kaufman will be working with
Morris to ensure the best training for
future students.
"Quality, not quantity, is what
we are planning to establish from die
very start in the Bachelor of Music
degree program," Morris said.
Although there are not currently
any Bachelor of Music majors at
Seattle U, the existing Fine Arts
majors with a focus in music will
benefit from the program. The program will allow and encourage students to participate in competitive
internships within the professional
music field, said Morris.
"Dr. Morris is very intense, and
good at getting to the emotional
core of the music," said lanTromble,
senior civil engineering major, who
has taken die Instrumental Ensemble
class with Morris. "But some people
don't take the push so well, and can't
agree with his perspective."
Morris is determined to have
a successful start to the program.
"This prestigious focus [of the major] will surely strengthen the music
program in all aspects here at Seattle
U," Morris said. "We are looking for
students that will work hard to reach
their goals and ambitions so that we
can polish them into professionals at
the top of their field."
Although Morris' enthusiasm
is admired by some, students like
Patrick Goodwin, sophomore philosophy major, say Morris is not
ready for die job.
"He [Morris] is a very qualified musician, but as a professor
he is confrontational, arrogant and
doesn't allow himself to be wrong,"
Goodwin said. "His methods of
teaching have improved [since he
started at Seattle U], but leading
the Bachelor of Music program is a
completely different story."
a

tive group of students

Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
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Human rights struggles shown on silver screen
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

Raising public awareness on an
justice is not always
achievable through the written word.
For 19 years the Seattle Human
Rights Film Festival has used film
as a way to highlight overlooked human rights issues widithe help of the
well-known organization, Amnesty
International. Their hope: Get
people involved.
This past weekend the five-day
festival opened with "One Watet,"
a short documentary examining the
global water crisis and how it threatens millions of people and ended
with a deeply moving piece called
"Sand and Sorrow"—a documentary focused on the conflict in Sudan.
The festival featured 16 movies altogether and focused on issues such
as poverty, the death penalty and
human compassion.
Amnesty International, according to its mission, is an organization
that strives to "investigate and expose
issue of social

abuses, educate and mobilize the
public, and help transform societies
to create a safer, more just world."
Seattle's annual human rights film
festival is designed with these aims
in mind, in hopes of drawing in an
audience eager to think twice about
the world. Movies selected for this
year, like every year since 1992, were
handpicked and came from a wide
array of countries.
Whether from Israel, Pakistan,
Canada or Switzerland, all of the
movies centered around a perhaps
lesser-known injustice of the world.
For example, "Voice of a Mountain"
documents rural Guatemalan coffee
farmers who were courageous enough
to rise up against their government.
The revolt resulted in a 36-year civil
war. The film seeks to shine light on
a struggle not often emphasized or
discussed in mainstream society.
While the festival covered a wide
range of issues, three movies were
dedicated specifically to issues of
women's rights. It is through these
tJiree movies that the essence of the

festival

came to

fruition. The three

movies "The Sari Soldiers," "Shame"

and "Female Faces ofWar" depict a
certain amount of violence against
women and how specific individuals
have handled the pain.

All of the movies
center around a lesser-

known injustice.
Most specifically, the documentary "Shame," which was directed

and produced by Mohammed
Naqvi, highlights a film's ability to
depict scenes of complete and utter
despair and turn them into visions
of hope. The movie follows the story
of a middle-aged Pakistani woman
named Mukhtaran Mai—a woman
made famous not by the fact that
she was gang raped in her village but
rather the courage she had to speak
up against a system not often in favor

ofher gender. Mai, poor and illiterresides in the small and backwards village of Meerwala.
The story begins in 2002 when
allegations surface that Mai's brother
has raped a girl of a higher caste, the
Manoi's. In order to restore honor
back upon their family, a large group
of men from the Manoi family gather
to rape Mai and parade her around
naked in public while villagers look
on in despair. Following the incident
Mai is faced with extreme depression, despair and shame. She almost
commits suicide. However, Mai's
response to the tragic incident is unexpected. In a shocking move to the
villagers and Pakistani government,
Mai seeks justice against her alleged
rapists. Beating odds, she ultimately
wins her case.
"Shame," while about a woman's
personal journey is one of the 16
movies spotlighting an injustice in
die world. Mai's struggles, unfortunately, are not limited to her experience. "Shame" strives to represent
the immense hardships that face

ate,

poor and rural women in Pakistan

well as around the world. The film
highlights the larger issue of women
rights as human rights.
According to Amnesty
International, most of the world's
poor are women and children but
because of "persistent discrimination
against women and women's virtual
invisibility, these human rights violations continue with no clear sign
ofabatement."
"Females Faces of War," examines the role of U.S. soldiers in the
Iraq war as well as the lives of Iraqi
women. Most often these women
have been placed through ordeals of
sexual assault all the while trying to
cope with the realities of war.
The Seattle Human Rights Film
Festival is scheduled to occur at the
same time in 2010. The organizers
of the SHRFF will also put on a film
festival which will focus primarily on
women's rights in April.
as

Alex can be reached at
lacasse@seattleu.edu

On the reel
Mark Riechers
The Daily Cardinal, U. Wisconsin

Koumpounophobia is the fear
of buttons. It may be a bizarre fear,
but, as "Coraline" opens with one
spindly hand plucking the button
eyes off of a doll, ripping open its
face and removing the stuffing inside, the sight of the buttons being
tossed aside will give you shivers.
And once the movie is over, you may
recoil a bit when you feel that big
round button on die front of your
wool coat.
"Coraline" is the baby of
Henry Selick, the director of "The
Nightmare Before Christmas." The
stop-motion director took the horror novella by koumpounophobe
Neil Gaiman and brought it to
the screen with visual flair and
enough creepiness to give even
adults nightmares.
Bored out of her wits by her
work-at-home parents, Coraline
passes die time by exploring her new
abode, an ancient house called "The
Pink Palace." Eventually she discovers a tiny door behind the wallpaper, sealed with a lock opened by a
button-shaped key.
Dakota Fanning really lights
up Coraline with a defiant, wholesome voice-work performance of
an imaginative child surrounded by
people who have no interest in her.
In her bright yellow rain slickers and
chauffeur's cap, Coraline grips our
hearts immediately as a girl who desperately wants to be seen and loved,
but can't seem to find anyone in her
world who is willing.
Coraline thinks she finds that
person when the little door opens
to reveal an apartment identical to
her own, complete with parallel

versions of her parents that, for

have buttons for eyes.
Coraline comes to learn that these
other parents are more fun and interesting than her real parents. Her
OtherMother bakes constantly, and
her Other Father trades typing away
on a computer for banging out tunes
on a piano. Even the neighbors, eccentric and strange in Coraline's
world, put on exciting performances for Coraline's amusement. The
Other world ofbutton-eyed folks is
all too alluring.
We're sucked in by this world
along with Coraline thanks largely
in part to the exceptional visual style
offered by Selick's trademark stopmotion visuals. "Coraline" represents his most elaborate production
to date, with detailed set pieces like
a circus of mice with cotton-candy
cannons and a theater full ofterriers,
complete with terrier ushers.
some reason,

"Coraline" is a modern "Alice
Wonderland,"
both in story and
in
visual pizzazz. It's likely too scary for
the kids, but adults will thoroughly
enjoy the eerie tale as it twists and
turns to a final showdown with
the button-eyed denizens of the
dream world.
'Push' fails to leave mark
Dan Benamor
The Diamondback, U. Maryland

When a genre is as übiquitous Even as a mutant, "Push" tinds Chris Evans failing to perform.
the superhero film, it takes
$100) and many more distinctive
more than a simple facelift to add
Millionaire." It's a different apsomething new. And so it falls that proach, but ultimately only in a mutants. When pusher Kira tricks
a Division agent into killing his
"Push," for all its grounded aessuperficial way.
thetics and Hong Kong setting, is
Despite the realism of the setpartner for murdering the brother
nothing new to anyone who's seen tings, McGuigan and longtime he never had, it's a moment darker
a few episodes of "X-Men: The
collaborator and cinematographer than most superhero films allow,
Animated Series."
Peter Sova have maintained their and for a brief moment, "Push" hits
The plot is practically archetypal trademark visual stylishness. In films the audience especially hard.
such as "Gangster No. 1,""Wicker
But then we're back to fairly routo the genre: Mutants are hunted
down by the government for nefariPark" and "Lucky Number Slevin," tine on-the-run theatrics, not helped
the duo have identified themselves by less-than-stellar action, characThe Other world of
ous purposes. Here the government
ters and performances. Some fight
division is called Division. It seems with a unique stamp, using uncomas though no one thought further fortably intimate close-ups, uneven scenes have unique touches (watch
button-eyed folks
than how cool it sounded to say lines framing and—in "Push," at least— out for exploding fish!), but the final
such as, "Are you with Division?"
occasionally different film stocks. showdown between telepathic Nick
is all too alluring.
and Carvers equally telepathic rightDivision has been trying to augThey are not afraid to make an auhand man, Victor (Neil Jackson,
dience uncomfortable, which is rement the powers of captured muAs you might guess, things aren't tants and, in the process, has killed freshingly unusual, but sometimes "Quantum of Solace") devolves into
as they seem-from the moment we
hundreds of them. When one mua fistfight with graphics.
headache-inducing.
For all of McGuigan and Sova's
Excepting maybe Jackson, the acsee the button-eyed Other Mother tant, Kira (Camilla Belle), survives
means
and
efforts
the unique setting, intors all seem to be generally miscast.
and hear Teri Hatcher's voice turn and escapes, this apparendy
wanes
while
watchIronically, Jackson's role as Victor is
Division, Chinese mutant gangsters terest quickly
from a harshindifference to a saccha"Push,"
a
collection
mubecause
of
dean almost silent one.
of expatriate
largely
ing
rin-sweet obsession with Coraline's and
the
emotional
lines
of
is
a
find
her.
ficiencies
in
fancies, we know something
tants need to
Jackson has one look, a disturbbit off. When John Hodgman goes
As outlandish as the plot may the story.
ingly intense stare, and it hits just
There are some aspects of"Push" the right note of psychotic furor. If
from the aloof dad who obeys his sound, directorPaul McGuigan and
you blink, you might mistake him
wife to the Other Father, he acts scribe David Bourla have made the thatdo connect, mostly in the inclulike a puppet being worked by the unusual choice of keeping the world sion of some superpowers audiences for the master of playing lunatic killunseen puppeteer. Everyone in the
of the story very much grounded in likely haven't seen before. In the ers, Ben Foster.
If only the film were as fun to
button world is hiding something, a grimy reality. This isn't the future, film's vernacular, there are pushers
and Hatcher and Hodgman really and no one is wearing costumes. (they manipulate your thoughts), watch as him.
sell that sinking feeling that someIf anything, the repeated shots of sniffers (one sniffof your dirty sock
thing unseeming is going on behind crowded marketplaces and dirty and they can find you across town), Dan can be reached at dan.
shifters (they can make $1 look like benamor@gmail.com
the scenes of tlie button world.
tenements call to mind "Slumdog
as

,

'Coraline' dazzles with
stunning animation
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Dave Cox ensured hoops glory, food for needy
where White worked. A forSeattle Central Community
College basketball player, White
was a notorious player in Seattle's
city leagues.
mer

Cox raised money to
purchase turkeys for
needy Seattle families.

Dave Cox and daughter JoAnna represent both Division-I eras
Cox spent that night
sitting in a hotel hallway talking to DeLaney
until 3 a.m.
"She came back the next week
and had three fantastic games,"
Cox says.
From these three outings,
DeLaney was voted GNAC playerof-the-week.
Many of Cox's players had
successful college basketball
Cower

�

However he says he will
never forget coaching one woman:
LaShanna White.
Cox recruited the Shreveport,
La. native when she was working
in a Seattle 7-11 in 1990.
"The urban legend goes, I had
to go to thousands of 7-1 Is to
look for her," he says. "But really
a friend told me about her."
Cox's friend, David Barton,
managed the convenience store
careers.

"David told me, 'Honest to
God coach, this girl LaShanna
and I can take on any two men in
the city, and we can beat them,'"
Cox remembers.
Cox contacted White and
set up a meeting to discuss her
academic goals. The next quarter, the 6-foot-3-inch center
started working out with the
Seattle U Chieftains.
"She was very athletic but raw
in terms of basketball skill," Cox
says. "Still, she did come off the
bench in her first game and get a
double-double."
White developed quickly under Cox's guidance. She led the
team to clinch the Division II title
in 1993.
By her senior year, the two-time
NAIA first-team Ail-American was
averaging 25.3 points per game for
the Chieftains. Like Stimac and
Turina, White was inducted into
the WNBA Hall of Fame.
Cox fondly recalls many of
the tense matches the Chieftains
played against their state rivals,
the University of Washington
Huskies and the Western
Washington Vikings.

It was against a North Carolina
however, that the team played
a game he will never forget.
The Chieftains were playing Wingate College, an undefeated team ranked number one
in the country. The five-year
running champions of North
Carolina, however, couldn't defeat
the Chieftains.
"It was the last minute of the
game and everyone knew we were
going to win," Cox says.
In Wingate's home stadium, a crowd of 4,000 stood
to give the Seattle U women a
team,

standing ovation.
"It

the most chilling moof my coaching career,"
Cox says.
Cox also remembers moments
of frustration as head coach of the
Chieftains. The lack of respect for
female athletes he witnessed in his
early coaching years angered him.
He said often the Chieftains'
home games started at 5:45 p.m.,
but the doors were not open to the
public until 6 p.m.
was

ment

It's amazing to see
how SU has changed

in the past 32 years.
Dave Cox
Retired SU Coach

"For the first 15 minutes, it was
just us and the vendors selling popcorn," he says.
Cox added he feels the school
now places more value on

women's athletics.
"It's amazing to see how it has
changed in the past 32 years,"
he says.
When Cox retired from his
position as head coach in 2004,
he started to work in insurance.
Today he owns his own insurance agency in Gig Harbor, Wash.
Cox continued to live a life reflective of the Jesuit mission after he
stopped coaching.
"Service is another teaching of
the Jesuits that I feel is very important," he said.
He raised money to purchase
3,000 pounds of turkey for needy
Seattle families when he was the
head coach at Seattle U.
Cox says he is in the process
of putting together a meal for the
needy next September.
His daughter JoAnna entered
high school when Cox retired
"I got to spend more quality
time with her," he says. "That was
really important."
JoAnna is a freshman at Seattle
U this year and remembers riding
in the basketball cart at Seattle U
games as a girl.
"My dad would have supported
me wherever I decided to go to
school, but he's very happy that the
decision was [Seattle U]," she said.
"He loves that he gets to watch me
at games after so many years of me
watching him."
A member of Seattle Us cheer
squad, JoAnna is now the one on
the sideline ofSeattle U's basketball
court while her father watches from
the stands.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Basketball teams balance lengthy traveling, homework
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Both Seattle University basketball teams are undefeated at home
this season. And both teams wish
they could spend more time at the
Connolly Center during a travelheavy basketball season. Upon
completion of the season, the men's
team will have traveled 49,000 miles
in the air.
■ The men's team has a record of
15-6. The men won all eight home
games, have a 5-4 record on die road
and a 1-2 record on neutral courts.
As for the women, die team's 15-7
record includes seven home wins, an
8-6 away record and one loss on a
neutral court.
"It's taken a toll on body and
mind," said the women's team captain, Cassidy Murillo.
Bodi teams have missed a significant amount ofclass. Murillo said it's
been especially difficultfor her since
she is a junior business management
major and is taking more classes for
her major this year.
Junior Michael Boxley said his
professors understand his schedule
because he tries to communicate with

tJiem as much as possible about when
he will be gone for games.
"Though diey do still hold us to
a high standard," Boxley said. "But I
appreciate that."
Some players have experienced
problems with professors who don't
understand the time commitment
their sport requires.
Sophomore Julee Christianson
said while most professors have been
flexible about missing classes, they
sometimes don't realize diat time on
the road means less time to complete
assignments. Players often miss days
wordi of time traveling and competing that could be used to complete
homework. In addition to being
time-consuming, some trips don't
provide environments conducive to

studying.
"The last few games we haven't
been in hotels with Internet,"
Christianson said.
Seattle U Director ofAthletics
Bill Hogan said he experienced a
small part of athletes' travel woes
on trips with the men's and women's soccer teams and the men's b
asketball team.
"Both teams were drinking water and having pasta," Hogan said

of men's soccer and basketball.
"Women's soccer, when I stayed with
them, stayed at a not-so-nice, lowbudget hotel."
Freshman Bianca Williams
said her professors haven't been
understanding of her schedule
and commitment.
"It's hard because we're not in class
so much that the professors don't
know who we are and what kind of
students we are," Williams said.
Christianson said die team tries its
hardest to work their travel schedule
around classes but it proves difficult
with so many different schedules.
Freshman Elle Kerfoot called
travel tiring, but fun. The women
have played in Texas, California and
Idaho.
The men and women traveled to
Puerto Rico together for a weekend
in January.
"Basketball was different diere,"
Murillo said. "We played on outdoor

gyms."
Boxley said the teams even had
fans while they competed in Puerto
Rico. He said they've had an average
of 10 fans at every road game.
"Our fans find their way from
Portland to Puerto Rico and back to

Edwardsville," Boxley said.
Upon completing this season,
the men's team will have traveled
to 10 states and one U.S. territory.
They will have visited California and
Oregon three times, North Dakota
twice, other Washington cities twice
and will see 12 different airports.
The men's last home game
is Feb. 14 and the women have
a series of home games ending
Feb. 21 against California State
University—Bakersfield.
"We're happy to be home for our
next four games," Murillo said.
Dan Kriley, head coach of the
women's team, said this season has
been a real test.
"It hasn't just been trips up to
Bellingham or across die mountains
to Spokane," Kriley said. "They've
been substantial trips for two or
three games."
Kriley said all of the traveling will
benefit his program in the long run.
The team has defeated some good
teams on the road and played close
games in tough environments.
Joe Callero, head coach of the
men's team, said the toughest part
for him has been preparing for the
unknown when traveling to new

cities and new gyms.

"You just have to be open to
change and go with the flow,",Callero
said. "You have to prepare for as much
of the unknown as you can."
While the season has been strenuous, it provided the teams with opportunities to get to know each other
better off the court.
Boxley said it's been great spending
time with his team while traveling.
"Everyone, from the players to
coaches to our trainer, all have fun
on trips," Boxley said. "But we know
when to get serious when the game
rolls around."
Kriley and Callero both said their
players have grown closer through
their time on the road and had a lot
offun at die same time.
"It seems like every time were out
dinner,
someone pulls die 'Happy
to
Birthday' gig whether it's someone's
birthday or not," Callero said.
The players also said time spent
traveling has doubled as team

bonding.
"I wouldn't trade any of the trips
for anything," Christianson said.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Men's basketball defeats North Love takes time
Dakota with team play, assists
Like in baking, relationships have proven ingredients

Kristine M. Dalby

the full-court press defense
the Redhawks used throughout
the game.
"We are continuing to use the
full court press, and this lets us get
steals in the back court, which lead
to layups," Broussard said.
Redhawks headcoach Joe Callero
said using bench players throughout
the game helps keep his team from
being tired all the time.
"[The full-court press] is something we like to do, as it gives us
rested legs," Callero said.
Callero emphasized that North
Dakota plays zone defense, typically, and that his team had to get
used to that.
"This is a primary zone team,
and we had to attack from the
high post tonight," Callero said.
"We had to close out on their
shooters, so they couldn't get high
percentage shots."
The Redhawks forced difficult
perimeter shots as the Fighting
Sioux threw up 22 3-point attempts
and only made eight.
Callero also said his team consistently responded to what North
Dakota did throughout the game.
"We were prepared with what
they countered with; it was a chess
match tonight," Callero said.
Whenever North Dakota got die
The Spectator
Braden VanDragt
ball, the Redhawks used the fullSeattle U junior Mike Boxley drives for a reverse layup on Saturday.
court press. This strategy frustrated
the Sioux, and limited the team to
60 points.
Kevin Atchley
points, four rebounds and two asCallero likes the way his team is
sists for the Redhawks. The game
Volunteer Writer
never was in North Dakota's favor,
playing basketball recently, winning
as
their
widest
lead
of
the
game against Southern Illinois UniversityIt seems as if there's a new theme
five
minutes
into
the Edwardsville Jan. 24 and 31 at
for
the
men's
basketball
was
11-8
every week
Redhawks
made
sure
ConnollyCenter and Edwardsville,
weeks
the
theme
was
The
game.
team. Two
ago
that
lead
didn't
stick
and
went
on
a
week,
This
the
theme
was
respectively.
scoring.
"We have a nice six-game
29-5 scoring run to take control at
playing team ball.
The Redhawks dished out 17 37-16 with 3:12 remaining in the win streak going on right now,"
Callero said.
assists on their way to defeating first half.
Michael Wright led the way in
This is not the last time these
the University of North Dakota
Fighting Sioux 83-60 Saturday scoring for the Redhawks, with 23 two teams meet this season.
The Redhawks travel to North
night in the Connolly Center. The points, nine rebounds and three asDakota Feb. 27 to play the Sioux
sists, just missing his third straight
game was played in front of a solddouble-double.
and again on March 7 for the North
out crowd of 1,050 and marked the
the
the
Dakota Tournament.
assists,
In addition to
Redhawks' sixth consecutive win.
Redhawks
had
another
Broussard said the Redhawks
important
The win also lifted the Redhawks
home
factor
to
the
game: will be prepared to face North
contributing
(15-6) to their tenth straight
bench
Dakota again.
players.
Effective
win and dropped die Fighting Sioux
forward
"We'll see how they handle themFreshman
Aaron
to 11-10.
The game started out on a high Broussard was the Redhawks' sixth selves," Broussard said. "Because we
man with 14 points, five rebounds,
know we're good at what we do."
note for the Redhawks, as they won
the tip and got off to a quick 3-0 one assist, one block and four steals
lead with Chris Gweth's 3-pointer. in just 17 minutes of playing time. Kevin can be reached at
Broussard attributed his success atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Gweth finished the game with seven
to

Volunteer Writer
Humans are social by nature.
Relationships are a major part
of our daily lives and govern
the majority of our actions and
moods. Unfortunately, many
people are unable to recognize
whether their relationships are
healthy or not. Friend or partner, the basic signs of a healthy
relationship are the same.

All healthy relationships
bake into respect,

Responsibilities. This can be
found at Chooseßespect.org.

For most college students
who grew up watching and
learning from TV programs, it
is important to point out that
the media rarely portrays healthy
relationships. They're simply
not as interesting to watch.
Most of the drama and interesting twists that play out on
TV and in movies are the result
of unhealthy relationships. No
one says what they're thinking
and miscommunication is rampant —making for an interesting show but a bad model for a

healthy relationship.

Creating and maintaining a
healthy relationship requires a
great deal of work. You must be
confident in yourself and know
communication.
what you want and need while
learning to compromise with
an
At Affairs of the Heart,
your partner's wants and needs.
Feb.
memThe
8,
event held Sunday,
healthiness of a relationship
bers of the Peer Health Action grows as the people within it
Team (PHAT) taught students expand upon the skills to bring
about respect, honesty, trust and
how to make a healthy, delicious pizza and also went over communication. It is important
the ingredients for a healthy to realize the four key ingrerelationship. It all bakes dients are not learned quickly
into respect, honesty, trust and don't remain without effort. They must be practiced
and communication.
Having mutual respect and developed for the entirety of
within a relationship allows for the relationship.
Conflict is perfectly natural
the other three ingredients to
thrive. Missing any of the four in any relationship, but how that
conflict is resolved can determine
ingredients will effectively dethe quality of that relationship.
teriorate the quality of the relationship. Respect shows the If a couple has brought together
other person that you value the four key ingredients listed
them and creates equality within above, they should be able to
work their way out of any arguthe relationship.
Honesty helps couples avoid ment. Conflict resolution often
serious misunderstandings and brings a couple closer together
can prevent someone from doand can strengthen the respect,
ing something outside of their honesty, trust and communicacomfort zone. -Honesty can be tion they share.
The benefits of a healthy relavery challenging to achieve and
on
the
amount
of
relies heavily
tionship are numerous and well
worth the effort to achieve. All
within
the
relationship.
trust
Trust is hard to learn, and relationships have the potential
breaking trust should never to be healthy as long as both
be taken lightly. Finally, good partners are willing to put in the
communication is required to time and effort, but it is just as
effectively establish respect, important to notice when that is
honesty and trust within not the case. In the end, you are
the only person who can decide
the relationship.
Another way to assess what is best for yourself.
whether you are in a good relationship is to look at the Kristine can be reached at
Dating Bill of Rights and dalbyk@seattleu.edu

honesty, trust and

Redhawks win in final 20 seconds on free throw
Jourdan Myles
Volunteer Writer

Fittingly, the fans that piled
into the Connolly Center to

watch Seattle University women's
basketball team take on the North
Dakota Fighting Sioux for fan appreciation night were treated to a
thrilling game. It was made that
much sweeter because it was a onepoint Redhawks victory, 75-74.
The Fighting Sioux appeared
to have victory in hand with a
lead late in the game until sophomore forward Breanna Salley hit a
3-point field goal to tie the game
at 74. Before North Dakota even

had a chance to respond, freshman
guard Elle Kerfoot poked the ball
loose and kicked it ahead to senior
forward Chelsie Morrison who
calmly stroked the go-ahead freethrow after being fouled.
"We've been down by double
digits before and come back/and
I knew there was a lot of time left,"
Salley said.
The win is the Redhawks' (15-7)
seventh in as many games, but unlike other games during the streak,
they had to play through shooting woes from the field, only connecting on 37.7 percent from the
field. Instead, the team relied upon
quality possessions and its defense,

which racked up 11 steals.
Seattle's head coach Dan Kriley
pointed out the Redhawks were
able to minimize their turnovers
to 10, compared to 22 for North
Dakota.
"We retained all of our possessions, even though we had a lot of
poor shots," Kriley said. "And then
our defense down the stretch really
put it all together."
Having been successful in
NCAA Division 11, North Dakota
(12-11) is also in the process of
transitioning to the D-I level and
entered the game having won six
of their last seven. Suitably, the
first half was a back-and-forth

battle that concluded with a 3636 tie.
"We knew they wete going
to be the most disciplined, and
perhaps the hardest playing team
we've played, and it was a testament to that tonight," Kriley
added. "They had both inside
and outside play, they didn't miss
many shots when they were open
and their post players were very
difficult to handle."
After the half, the Fighting
Sioux jumped out to a 12-0 run,
thanks in part to the hot hand of
junior guard Kayla Bagaason who
tossed in eight points.
However, a steady dose of

the dynamic duo of Salley and
Morrison got the Redhawks back
into the game. Salley scored a
game-high 23 points, in addition
to grabbing eight boards and swiping three steals.
Despite a robust zone defense
by the Fighting Sioux, Morrison
also found a way to contribute
with 22 points of her own, as well
be a factor on the defensive end
with three blocks and four steals.
Though, no point was bigger than
her game-winning shot with five
seconds on the clock
Jourdan can be reached at
mylesj@seattleu.edu
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Sexual education leaves us wanting
development is entirely detrimental to
the development of the whole person.
fundamental
of
the
whole
includes
Students are not only uneducated about the realities of
A
educating
part
person
educating students about sexuality in a realistic and honest sexuality, but they find the only resources for information
way. If the mission is a measurement to grade a university's seem to be each other. With 11.5 percent of students thinking
successfulness, then Seattle U has failed.
"withdrawal" is effective contraception, the need to properly
According to the health assessment survey distributed by educate young people is becoming evermore pertinent and
the Peer Health Action Team last year, 74 percent of stu- necessary on any college campus, particularly one that claims
dents attending Seattle U are sexually active. Of that 74 to educate the whole person.
So what does this sexual education look like? Simple—it's
percent, only 31 percent use a condom regularly and 11.5
percent reported they still believe the "withdrawal" or pull honest. That means students get the opportunity to say things
out method of contraception is still an effective form of
they've always thought, worried and wondered about without
being silenced or suppressed.
preventing pregnancy.
Even with those astonishing statistics, programming around
The possibility of programs such as Sexual Evolution not
issues of sexuality seems sparse and juvenile. Among the rare being'offered again for students in the spring only perpetusexuality programs offered, a majority of them only remind ates this vicious cycle of uneducated sexual suppression that
students of eighth-grade health class where all you could do ignores an essential component of humanity.
was squirm at the anatomical diagrams and STD images that
Not only should we push for Sexual Evolution and other quality programs on sexuality to occur, we should make
will forever be engrained in your mind. We encourage students to explore their racial, religious, ethnic and intellectual sexual education more accessible to programming groups
on campus.
identities, but not to completely neglect sexual identity.
Seattle U doesn't offer condoms; it offers discounted STD
We should create an environment of support and honaround
Valentine's
It's
increasbecoming
est education around a topic like sexuality. Seattle U can't
testing only
Day.
ingly difficult for programming groups to create quality events possibly empower its students completely without empowaround sexuality, and we wonder why the health assessment ering them to be honest about something as fundamental
statistics are so atrocious. Completely ignoring such a huge as sexuality.
Seattle University's mission statement begins, "Seattle
University is dedicated to the education of the whole person."

component ofhuman

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell, Emily Holt, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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Corrections

No need to be lonely on V-Day

Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

In last week's story, "Activists oppose new Seattle jail proposal,"
Catherine Cornwall, a senior policy
analyst for the Office of Policy and

Justin Najar
Volunteer Writer

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

Planning,

was incorrectly named

Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

and titled Catherine Chase, a political analyst for the Seattle City

Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer

Council. We regret the error.

Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
Braden VanDragt
Photography Editor

In last week's story, "Promotions
down, spirit's rising," the dance
team was incorrectly said to have
recently earned recognition from
MTV. The cheer leading squad
was recognized by MTV. We regret the error.

Garrett Mukai
Senior Staff Writer

In last week's features section,

a graphic incorrectly stated that

Clara Ganey
Staff Photographer
Jessica Ishmael
Staff Photographer

The Spectator is the official student
newspaper of Seattle University. It is
published every Wednesday, except
the first week of the quarter and during
holidays and examination periods, for a
total of 27 issues during the 2008-2009
academic year.

The Spectator
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(206) 296-6474 (Advertising)
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there are 55 nontraditional students at Seattle U. The correct
number is 439 nontraditional students. We regret the error.

In last week's story, "Wendy Call
shares experiences of craft, culture," it was incorrectly stated that
Call writes in English, Spanish and
French. She writes in English and
can write in Spanish, though her
Spanish and French work is most
often translated by others. The
story also said a town in Mexico
where she lived was Matis. It's actually Matias Romero. We regret
the error.

So many have been brainwashed by the military-industrialHallmark-Lifetime Channel complex as to what happiness really is,
and believe dating, a ritual to find
a mate, will make them happy and
discover more about themselves.
Some people claim dating is
part of a normal "college experience" and life in general. They
also say there's a lot to learn
about yourself through the eyes
of another.
The reality is this "college experience" usually involves getting
drunk at terrible parties and attempting to dig around or bump
into anything which may offer
meaning to life, such as getting a
date to find a "partner" in life, like
a lone blind mole underground at
night in winter.
Dating is little more than an
expensive scurrying about by pitiful humans to find a mate, which
to some is, inexplicably, the end
goal of life. Ifyou ask these people,
they will tell you life's purpose is
to pass itself on, to reproduce. It's
in our genes and we can't help it.
That's all DNA does and is meant
to do, so, by extension, aiding and
abetting this process is our highest
and most sacred duty.

Unfortunately, most people
have died some time in their lives,
or are planning on it. I think the
fear of this perceived inevitability
is one of the largest appeals of dating, and relationships in general.
People perceive it as offering some
shelter from the storm.
But this respite cannot last
according to their logic; eventually, the relationship will
probably end.
It would seem there is no
escape from misery in the face
of death.
That's what the flower companies want you to think. Love,
death. Valentine's Day, funerals.
Buy more flowers.
Instead of those lackluster "college experiences" all the movies
tell you about, instead of all the
fruitless, wasted days and nights
dating, you could do something
which will have a lasting, meaningful effect on your life and the
lives ofothers.
When Alexander the Great was
old enough to be a sophomore
in college, he was already living his dream of destroying the
Persian Empire and conquering
the world.
You wouldn't see him sitting
around at some awful party no one
really wants to attend. You would
never catch the guy on a date,

unless it

with destiny and he
of the biggest horse
you could imagine, at the head
of a massive phalanx of crazed
Macedonians on an unstoppable
world tour of destruction.
Ironically Alexander took a
break from conquering the world
while in Babylon by throwing a
gigantic party, which is just a way
to find a date. Then he died.
The question is, what do you
want left when everything is over?
Do you want people to read about
you in your local newspaper's
obituary column or on the massive obelisks you erected across
the path of your conquests? Do
you want to be remembered as a
good partner by your spouse and
live for as long as other people
remember you, as the terror that
swept the land, the specter whose
return parents threaten their children with if they misbehave? You
can leave behind four children
and seven grandkids and a lot of
lovely friends at your retirement
home's bingo club, or pyramids of
the skulls of your enemies piled
on top of the ruins of their most
beautiful cities.
To date or not to date. That is
the question.
was

was on top

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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Seattle Freeze breeds polite disdain
Seamus McKeon
Volunteer Writer
Screw you.
All things considered, at the
end of the day, that's what the
Seattle Freeze, this city's politely
standoffish manner of "surfacelevel nicety," boils down to
two words, consciously removed
from the vocabulary of the culture, but which underscore an
indirectness and fakeness that
have come to characterize one of
the nation's most polite, yet least
genuine cities.
The examples are many.
Friendly hellos from everyone in a
new school or job, the doors held
open, the elevator rides marked
by a polite nod followed by dead
silence. However, once the obligatory friendliness is achieved and
the duty paid, beneath the smiling face of Seattle culture stands a
wall preventing any further genuine contact. This is not to say that
Seattleites are inherently bad or
unpleasant people. Rather, they
are disconnected, the product of
a number offorces together, ranging from bad weather to a heritage
of Nordic austerity, factors that,
as a whole, cause a social disconnect that leaves citizens castaways, stranded aj: home online
in their "Ikea-pods," in the words
of Seattle U Sociology Chair
Jodi O'Brien.
According to O'Brien, the
isolated nature of Seattle culture
is a result of many causes. This
is a city of young professionals
living in an isolated urban culture, bouncing between work in
a cubicle and home in an empty
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Best Valentine's Day Gifts
(Valentine's Day is Feb, 14)

A true love's kiss

—

Heart print or themed undergarments or apparel

"Dreamboat Annie" vinyl
by Heart (features the
song "Magic Man")

Dinner date the day after
Valentine's Day
apartment. Seattle holds one of
the highest rates in the nation

of people living alone, with 40
percent of residences housing a
single occupant. We engage in
social endeavors that don't actually require interaction, going to
concerts and sports events alone
and never force ourselves to interact with fellow residents then
offer an awkward politeness when
forced to interact with our compatriots. Indeed, as a transplant
from New York at a young age,
I've had a chance to grow up in
Seattle, but draw from the culture
of my East Coast origins, and like
many students for whom Seattle
is a new home, the difference is
clear. What is lacking in this city

is a level of direct confrontation,
for better or for worse.

Say it like you mean it,
Seattle, and save us all

the headaches.
New York may be known for its
crude honesty as a place of slung
insults and bruised feelings, but it
reflects a sincerity with an invaluable flipside. While New Yorkers
may be prepared to tell you what
they think the moment they meet
you, they're just as prepared to accept a person who shares the dense

urban space that unites them all,
and make a sincere, lifelong friend.
Not only is Seattle culture sad, it's
a genuine problem, one reflected
in short-term serial monogamous
relationships fueled by loneliness
and isolation, by depression and
substance abuse, as well as an infamously high suicide rate.
It's not just the bad weather
that makes Seattle a hotbed for
these social ills, it's a culture that
values being nice, but not being
close, and whose inhabitants feel
the result in everything they do.
So say it like you mean it, Seattle,
and save us all the headaches.
Seamus can be reached at

I am not simply writing to
point out a double standard
though for an academic community that claims to value each student equally irrespective of race,
double standards must indeed be
apart of the conversation. I also
write because of a deep disappointment and frustration that
Obama's message regarding race
was lost even on someone who
professes to be one of his most ardent supporters. It was precisely
this kind of race-baiting rhetoric
that Obama strove throughout his
entire campaign to diffuse. I would
suggest that Professor Gutierrez y
Muhs' comment is indicative of a
type ofthinking Obama described
as a, "profoundly distorted view
of this country —a view that sees
white racism as endemic, and
that elevates what is wrong with
America above all that we know
is right with America."
Professors who use racially discriminatory language as they profess their deep concern for a president who has tirelessly endeavored
to overcome such language are
deeply confused. Consider this
cracker offended.
James Kilcup
Dear Editor,
The lawsuit brought against the
Society of Jesus and the Oregon
Province has upset many in the
Seattle University community.
—

Heart-shaped cookie on a
lollipop stick

Heart-shaped Love Sac

Heart-shaped flowers on
Feb. 15 (they're cheaper)

Heart in a box

mckeons@seattleu.edu

Letters: Offended, incensed and pleased
Dear Editor,
As I recently perused the
Spectator Web site, I came across
a video entitled "Campus Voice:
President Obama." The video consisted of a series of interviews with
several students who declare their
enthusiasm for the inauguration
of President Obama, and express
their concerns for the difficulties he
will face. The clip ends with some
words from Professor Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs who appears to
be looking down at prepared notes
when she says, "My fears are definitely that some cracker will take a
shot at him and leave his children,
first of all, fatherless."
Certainly, voicing concern that
Obama, like many inspirational
leaders of previous generations,
might die from an assassin's bullet is, if a bit morbid, also completely within the realm ofreasonable statements. The interjection
of race by the spurious means of
a pejorative racial term, however,
is simply beyond the pale. One
can too easily imagine the outcry
that would ensue if we played out
the same scenario except in this
case the president with whom the
professor was enamored was Bush
and the pejorative term was something other than "cracker." It is no
stretch to think that the hypothetical professor would be promptly
relieved of their duties.

the spectator

is guilty of covering up abuse, nor
However, I have noticed a troubling trend in reactions to the that we should demonize and villawsuit: many people seem to be ify him. I am merely saying that
ignoring the abuse or denying that we need to be aware of the power
structures, history, and cultural
it happened at all.
President
patterns that are manifest in this
For example,
a
recent
e-mail
to
situation. We will only be able
Sundborg, in
the campus community, wrote to end this kind of violence with
that "...the allegations that relate an approach that is conscious of
to me are completely untrue." He
power and privilege; that means
does not acknowledge the experisupporting the. survivors and
heeding their calls for justice, as
ences of the survivors, implying
that the abuse didn't happen, or at well as making institutions truly
accountable to those they claim
the very least, that it is not importo serve.
tant enough to address. Ignoring
Paul Brown
the voices of survivors perpetuates
Editor,
a culture of victim-blaming where
Dear
violence thrives.
In response to your entertainment
Many people in the univerpiece "Flaky crust makes
worth it at Juliano's,"
have
rushed
to
service
flaky
sity community
defend Sundborg. However, they (2/4/09), I would like to thank
Taylor Olson for highlighting the
also often fail to validate the stodelicious and cruelty-free vegan
ries of the survivors. By defendcuisine
available at Juliano's Pizza.
male,
an
elite
white
Sundborg,
ing
and ignoring the survivors, most This article coincidentally comes
of whom were marginalized at the at a time when demand for meatless options has never been higher.
time of their abuse by race, class,
age and culture, one preserves the In fact, a recent study by Aramark,
power structures that can lead to a leading food service provider,
concluded that nearly a quarter of
the systematic targeting of lowcollege students are actively seekincome, indigenous communities.
this
abuse
as
ing vegan options when they sit
One could interpret
of
racism
down to eat, for reasons ranging
continuing the legacy
from
their own health, to environthat
the
indigenous
and genocide
concerns, and of course,
enmental
of
this
continent
have
people
dured since Europeans landed here cruelty to animals. Students are
becoming increasingly educated
centuries ago.
about where their food cojnes
Sundborg
am
that
not
I
arguing

Half-eaten heart-shaped
box of chocolates

Love

the inherent cruelty involved in
raising and killing animals for
food. They see undercover investigation videos of chickens
on factory farms often have their
beaks sliced off with hot blades,
or pigs being skinned and dismembered, and they know that
it's simply not an industry that
they're interested in supporting.
If these kinds of abuses were inflicted upon cats or dogs, it would
result in felony cruelty to animals
charges. Thankfully, with a wide
variety of meat-free dishes like
veggie BBQ "riblets" and meatless "chicken" sandwiches available at every grocery store, and
restaurants like Juliano's serving
up piping hot vegan pizza late
into the night, it's never been
easier to give meat the boot for
good. For more information,
visit peta2.com to request a free
vegetarian starter kit, as well as
stickers and a DVD.
Ryan Huling
College Campaign
Coordinator peta2.com

lastlooks

public
safety
reports

Colorful murals liven up streets

Criminal Trespass
Warning
February 6, 3:35 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonSU affiliate male loitering in the
men's restroom. The individual
was identified and trespass
warned from campus.
Narcotics
February 6, 3:35 p.m.
Public Safety and HRL responded to a burning smell consistent
with that of marijuana on the sixth
floor of Campion. Contact was
made with the room's occupants,
and the incident was forwarded
to Student Conduct.
Suspicious Circumstance
February 7,1:00 a.m.
Three female students contacted Public Safety to report
that they had been harassed
by several males sitting in the
Murphy garage. Public Safety
located the males matching
the description and identified
two as university students.
The incident was forwarded to
Student Conduct.
Motor Vehicle Accident
February 7, 8:45 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
that an SU 12-passenger van
was in a motor vehicle accident
off campus. Nobody was injured.
Public Safety is following up.
Alcohol & Narcotics
February 7, 11:54 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonaffiliate woman with an open
alcohol container and narcotic
paraphernalia in the smoker's hut
locatedoutside the university services building. The woman was
identified and trespass warned
from campus.
Suspicious Person
February 8, 2:55 a.m.

An intoxicated and uncooperative
non-affiliate male was escorted
out ofXavier.
Alcohol
February 8, 1:30 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing
Res Life responded to a report
of alcohol being consumed in
resident room. Public Safety contacted the underage occupants
of the room and forwarded the
incident to Student Conduct.
&

Burglary Attempt
February 8, 5:30 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a
security alarm on a media cart.
Public Safety and SPD are following up.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

While dark skies gloom over Seattle, Pine is far from a lifeless street
of gray. My eyes are drawn to posters, murals and advertisements
that splash color onto otherwise melancholy walls.
All photos by Clara Ganey

Songs for the sad and lonely

Budget concerns addressed at forum

